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Abstract 

This thesis deals with the characterization of a single figure from the Tristan Legend. 

Isolde has long been the focus of scholars due to the fascinating and adulterous nature of 

her relationship with Tristan. The focus of this thesis, however, is not adultery, or even 

the concept of love. Rather, it will examine other characteristics applied to Isolde in both 

the Middle High German and Old Norse literary corpuses. For the purpose of concise and 

consistent analysis, four typologies of character have been created. They are: the Healer, 

the Knight, the Rebuker, and the Clever. By applying these four typologies to each literary 

work independently and then comparatively, both within each works own corpus and 

cross-culturally, I aim to identify areas of overlap and dissonance. Then, having 

determined these areas of interest, this thesis proceeds to discuss the potential cultural, 

social, and political circumstances that informed those characterizations.
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Ágrip 

Í ritgerðinni er fjallað um hvernig einni persónu úr Tristrams sögninni er lýst. Ísold hefur 

löngum verið í forgrunni athugana fræðimanna vegna þess hve framhjáhaldssamband 

hennar og Tristrams hefur heillað marga. Í þessari ritgerð er hins vegar ekki einblínt á 

forboðna ást, og heldur ekki ást. Heldur verður litið til þess hverjir voru aðrir eiginleikar 

Ísoldar bæði í miðháþýskum og fornnorrænum bókmenntum. Í því skyni að greina þá á 

samræmdan og skilvirkan hátt, var brugðið á það ráð að búa til fjórar persónugerðir: 

Græðarann, Riddarann, Mótmælandann og þann Snjalla. Með því að beita þessari flokkun 

á hvert verk fyrir sig og svo á bókmenntir á hvorri tungu en einnig milli þeirra, er leitast 

við að skilgreina bæði samhljóm og mismun. Á grundvelli þeirra áhugasviða sem koma í 

ljós, er gerð tilraun til að ræða þær menningarlegu, félagslegu og stjórnmálalegu aðstæður 

sem gætu hafa haft á áhrif á það hvernig persónurnar voru mótaðar. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Purpose 

The Tristan Legend took the medieval world by storm, dispersing from the British Isles 

to France, Italy to the Czech Republic, and finally to Scandinavia and Iceland over the 

course of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. While each culture’s versions of the Tristan 

Legend have been independently examined in depth at one time or another, a comparative 

study of the Middle High German and the Old Norse versions has never been attempted. 

This thesis aims to compare the characterization of Isolde, the main female figure of the 

Tristan Legend, both within each culture’s literary corpus as well as cross-culturally, in 

order to gain a sense of cultural changes and evolutions of social mores both nationally 

and internationally.1  

As Roderick McDonald also encountered in his masters thesis research at the 

University of Iceland, such comparison is made difficult by a variety of factors: the 

Middle High German and Old Norse corpuses are linguistically, temporally, culturally, 

and stylistically different.2 Attempting to reconstruct pathways of transmission, and using 

them as the basis for comparison of characteristics is inherently perilous. However, this 

thesis is not concerned with discovering or navigating these lines but, rather, with 

exploring what the general acts of transmission and translation can tell us about the 

climates in which the works existed and to which they travelled.  

Scope 

The Middle High German sources that will be discussed in this thesis are Eilhart von 

Oberge’s Tristrant (1170-1190) and Gottfried von Strassburg’s Tristan (early thirteenth 

century). The Old Norse sources to be discussed are Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar (1226), 

the poem Tristrams kvæði (fourteenth century), and the indigenous Saga af Tristram ok 

                                                 

1 For simplicity, I will be using the anglicized name Isolde whenever referring to the character in 

abstraction. 

2 Roderick McDonald, “Kay Okay? A Comparative Analysis of Two Key Characters in Middle Welsh and 

Old Norse Arthurian Heroic, Chivalric and Historiographic Literature” (MA diss., Háskóli Íslands, 2016), 

1. 
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Ísodd (fourteenth century).3 Throughout both bodies of work, the character of Isolde 

undergoes a variety of evolutions and changes. While a complete examination of every 

nuanced characterization of Isolde would be outside the scope and capabilities of this 

paper, I have narrowed down four aspects that I believe appear consistently across both 

corpuses and can elucidate contemporary social climes. These typologies are: the Healer, 

the Knight, the Rebuker, and the Clever.4 I define the healer typology as referring to usage 

of medicinal knowledge and skill, the Knight typology as referring to those instances 

where Isolde steps outside typical gender roles, the Rebuker typology referring to scenes 

where Isolde chastises other characters, and the Clever typology referring to instances 

where Isolde uses her intelligence to alter the course of the narrative. 

Methodology 

This thesis will focus on the various characterizations of Isolde across the Middle High 

German and Old Norse literary works. These variations will then be synthesized and 

possible reasons for overlaps or disparities within each culture will be explored. The 

second and third chapters of this thesis will, respectively, be devoted to the deconstruction 

and examination of the German and Norse corpuses through the application of the four 

characteristics I described previously. The fourth and final chapter will be devoted to 

analysis, where cultural frameworks and social ideologies will be presented as the 

possible basis for the various instances of overlap and dissonance in characterization. 

                                                 

3 Tristrams saga has been attributed to Brother Robert, a cleric working for the court of the Norwegian king 

Hákon Hákonarson. 

4 These categories are of my own creation.  
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Chapter 2: The Matter of Germany 

Introduction 

The German collection of work comprises the oldest versions of the Tristan Legend to be 

examined in this thesis. While several German versions of the Tristan Legend exist, 

discussed here are the twelfth-century Tristrant, by Eilhart Von Oberge, and the thirteenth 

century Tristan, by Gottfried von Strassburg. There has been intense scholarly debate 

about the literary integrity of Eilhart’s Tristrant, with many scholars framing it as a 

primitive predecessor to Gottfried’s far more elaborate version.1 The crux of this debate 

is two-fold. The first issue lies in the fact that Eilhart and Gottfried approach their epics 

from two very different literary styles. Eilhart writes what is known as a version commune 

or Spielmannische Version (Minstrel Version).2 This Spielmannische Version is 

characterized by its preference for “dramatic events that make an immediate impact on 

the audience and do not require much reflection or empathy.”3 As such, Eilhart’s work is 

devoid of much of the rhetoric and emotional narration found in Gottfried’s version. 

Gottfried’s Tristan instead invokes all the characteristics of a version courtoise (a courtly 

version), with an intense focus on the internal psychology of the characters, its complex 

writing style, and sophisticated treatment of the trials of love. The second issue lies in 

that both authors use very different sources. Eilhart, as he himself states in his prologue, 

follows his source which he names buoch which is understood by modern scholars to 

potentially be the Ur-Tristan, the original version of the Tristan Legend. Gottfried credits 

Thomas of Britain (the author of the Old French Tristan) as his source, a claim that is 

illustrated throughout the work.4 Each author, while working with the same general 

thematic framework, is being fundamentally influenced by two different bodies of work; 

                                                 

1 Marianne E. Kalinke, Norse Romance (Boydell & Brewer, 1999), 243. 

2 Will Hasty, A Companion to Gottfried Von Strassburg’s “Tristan” (Camden House, 2003), 6. 

3 Hasty, A Companion to Gottfried Von Strassburg's "Tristan", 7. 

4 Gottfried (von Strassburg) and Arthur Thomas Hatto, Tristan: Translated Entire for the First Time, with 

the Surviving Fragments of the Tristran of Thomas (Penguin, 1984), 9-10;  Hasty, A Companion to Gottfried 

Von Strassburg’s “Tristan”, 6. 
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resulting in two very differently characterized retellings of the Tristan Legend. Thus, 

while the presence of courtly details found in Gottfried’s work and lacking in Eilhart’s, 

have previously been used by scholars to claim that the Gottfried version is superior, more 

recent scholarship, including that of Renée Curtis, has concluded that, considering that 

both works come from different sources and utilize different metrics of style, these two 

works must be seen as equally valid.5 

 As explained by Will Hasty, while modern scholarship has been inclined to laud 

the Gottfried version over the Eilhart version, medieval audiences had a different view: 

Literary scholars today are inclined to regard Gottfried’s version as superior; 

medieval audiences seem as a rule to have had different ideas. The intensity and 

stark colors with which Eilhart rendered his depiction may explain why later 

versions of the Tristan story, such as the continuations of Gottfried’s romance by 

Ulrich von Türheim and Heinrich von Freiberg, returned to and continued in the 

spirit of Eilhart’s version rather than Gottfried’s, the intellectual and aesthetic 

demands of which may not have suited all authors and audiences.6 

Where the complexity of style and high-brow treatment of the material by Gottfried have 

convinced scholars of its primacy among German Tristan literature, medieval audiences 

seem to have preferred Eilhart’s work. Whether modern opinion should have supremacy 

over medieval opinion is not within the scope of this paper, however, what is certain, is 

that both present very different views of the primary female character. The figure of Isolde 

is characterized in fundamentally different ways across the two works, appearing at times 

timid and passive and at others proud and agentic.7 The fact that the two works exist a 

century apart provides a convenient cross-section of how the presentation of Isolde 

changed over time, an evolution that will be discussed more thoroughly in chapter four. I 

have divided the following sections by literary work and will present the characterization 

of Isolde in each accordingly.  

                                                 

5 Renée L. Curtis, The Romance of Tristan: The Thirteenth-Century Old French “Prose Tristan” (Oxford 

University Press, 1994), x-xiv. 

6 Hasty, A Companion to Gottfried Von Strassburg's "Tristan", 7. 

7 I have opted, for simplicity’s sake to use the anglicized versions of Ysalde and Îsôt. 
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Tristrant 

Tristrant was composed by Eilhart Von Oberge between 1170 and 1190 and exists in six 

manuscripts, a Czech translation and a chapbook (a small book containing ballads and 

poems). Of these manuscripts, three are from the end of the twelfth and beginning of the 

thirteenth century and are fragmentary. The other three manuscripts, the translation, and 

the chapbook all date to the fifteenth century. Two of the later manuscripts are complete 

while the third uses Eilhart’s ending to supplement the incomplete portion of Gottfried’s 

work.8 While all of the variations of Tristrant are to some extent corrupted, either due to 

gaps in the text or the fact that later translations are always somewhat different from their 

sources, Hadumod Bussman’s comparison of the early manuscripts to the later ones 

shows that there are not any significant changes to the framework of the story in the two 

centuries separating them.9 As touched on above, Eilhart’s Tristrant follows the version 

commune or Spielmannische Version style of writing which focuses more on action than 

flowery language: “The accent is on the extraordinariness and incomparability of the 

contents, vividly and dramatically realized before a listening public in the immediate 

presentation of narration” and “from the start the focus is on external (epic) action, not on 

internal (perhaps more lyrical) psychology or reflection, and the action is frequently not 

for the squeamish.”10 The narration is direct, with few authorial asides and little 

introspection about the character’s psychology beyond the obvious pull of the love potion. 

The oldest work in this thesis, Tristrant provides our first look at the character of Isalde, 

providing a baseline set of characteristics to which I will later compare Gottfried’s 

Tristan. Eilhart’s Isalde expresses all four of the core characteristics that I identified in 

the introduction: she is characterized, either through dialogue or narratology, to be a 

Healer, a Knight, a Rebuker, and exceedingly Clever. 

                                                 

8 W. H. Jackson and S. A. Ranawake, The Arthur of the Germans: The Arthurian Legend in Medieval 

German and Dutch Literature (University of Wales Press, 2011), 118. 

9 Eilhart Von Oberge, Eilhart Von Oberge's Tristrant, trans. J.W. Thomas (University of Nebraska Press, 

1978), 42. 

10 Jackson and Ranawake, The Arthur of the Germans, 118-119; Will Hasty, A Companion to Gottfried Von 

Strassburg’s “Tristan” (Camden House, 2003), 6. 
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 Isalde is characterized, first and foremost, as the Healer figure. Her introduction 

to the story reinforces this through the narratology of the battle with Morolt: “das tæten 

sy auff den gedingen. Ob sy in ledentig fund. So mœcht sy in beym leben behalten wann 

sy mit bewærter kunst der wunt erczney der selben zeit. Die hübschest wz. in allen landen. 

Do sy die botschaft vernam eylet sy bald vnd nam mit jr was sy czů wunden bedorfft.” 

(This they did to make sure [if he was alive or dead]. And they found him still alive. So 

they wanted to keep him alive until she with the most praised skill in wound medicine 

and at the same time the most beautiful woman in all lands [arrived]. And she undertook 

the boat journey hurrying so quickly and took with her all she needed for wounds.)11 From 

the moment she enters the story, Isalde’s primary role is laid bare to the reader: she is a 

woman and she is a healer. What, instantly catches one’s attention is the statement that 

she is most skilled implying that she has more prowess with medicine than anyone in the 

world.  

Her prowess with medicine is shown again when she is able to heal Tristrant 

without seeing him or his wound: 

Do der küng das hort vnd sahe auch dye grossen schmerczen seiner wunden. Ward 

er in erbarmung bewegt. Hieß sein wol pflegen. Vnd schicket zů seiner tochter. 

Dz sy dem armen wunden man ein pflaster gæb. Dz geschach. Aber es wz jm 

vnnücz das ward jr gesagt. Sy sant jm bald ein anders. Da ward jm noch würser. 

Als ir daz fürkam. Sprach si jch waiß wol wz jm noch pricht. Er ist mit lüppt wund. 

Vnd bereytet aller erst erczney. Die im czů gehort. Dauon er als bald vnd in 

kurczer zeit gesund ward. Also heilet die junckfraw mit grossem fleiß jren 

todfeind. Das sy sein nit weßt vnd in nye gesahe. Noch er sy auch. 

[Then when the king heard that and saw the great pains of his [Tristrant] wounds. 

Was he moved to mercy. Called for his health to be cared for. And sent to his 

daughter. So that she could give the poor man a plaster. This happened. But it was 

told to her that is one was useless. So she soon sent him another. This was even 

worse for him. When this [news] was brought before her. She said I know what 

ails him so. He is wounded with poison. And she prepared immediately medicine. 

That would work for him. And from that he was soon and in short time healthy. 

                                                 

11  Eilhart von Oberge, Tristant und Isalde: Prosaroman, ed. Alois Brandstetter (M. Niemeyer, 1966), 16-

17; my translation. As I was unable to acquire a transcript of the 12th century version of Tristrant, I have 

opted for Alois Brandstetter’s edition which utilizes a manuscript printed in Augsburg in 1484. All 

translations are my own unless otherwise stated. Any bracketed information within a parenthetical is my 

own addition in order to clarify the direct translation. 
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And so the young lady healed her mortal enemy. That [he] who she did not know 

and never saw. Nor saw he her.]12 

Isalde is able to extrapolate, using only the knowledge that her plasters are not working, 

that the wound must be poisoned and is then able to fabricate medicine to treat that 

specific poison. Additionally, only Isalde seems to have the knowledge of how to cure a 

poisoned wound that has perplexed every other doctor in both Ireland and Cornwall.  

She is characterized as the Healer when she rescues Tristram from the dragon’s 

poison:13 “Bereytten sy jm ein bad die frau bracht salben. Die jm zů seinen wunden 

gehœrte sy salbet. Sy band. Vnd badet in. Das er gancze zů seinen krefften kam.” 

(Preparing him a bath the young lady brought salves. That belonged to his wounds she 

salved. She bound. And she bathed him. So that he returned fully to his strength.)14 Once 

again, Isalde is the one to drag Tristrant back from the edge of death with her skills. 

Isalde’s role as a healer is reiterated throughout the story, culminating in her final act of 

attempting to save Tristrant: “Do die fraw den ring sahe. Vnd hœret wie es umb herrn 

Tristrant stůnd. Nam sy kein lenger bit noch verzug. Sunder sy verließ jren gemahel. Vnd 

land. Lewt gůt. Vnd alles das sy het. Nam zů jr alleyn was zů erczney gehœret. Vnd fůr 

verholen vnd eylend mit dem kaufman hynweg.” (The when the young woman saw the 

ring. And heard what was going on with lord Tristrant. Took she not one bit longer to 

leave. She left her people. And land. Clothing, and all that she had. Took with her all that 

belonged to medicine. And with secrecy and haste left with the merchant.)15 In a very 

cyclical manner, Isalde leaves the story much as she entered it, as a healer.  

 Isalde is by no means solely a passive healer, and bystander in her own story, she, 

in fact, is often a pivotal character who furthers the plot through her own actions and 

works. While she is praised for her feminine traits and skills throughout the story, there 

is an occurrence of her breaking from this role. This break drifts into the realm of what 

could be considered knighthood where her behavior leans more towards the masculinity 

                                                 

12 Oberge, Tristant und Isalde, 20. 

13 This scene will be discussed later in this section from the angle of Isalde the Knight. 

14 Oberge, Tristrant und Isalde, 32. 

15 Oberge, Tristrant und Isalde, 191-192. 
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of a knight-errant on a quest rather than the femininity of a woman of nobility. Her 

greatest act of knighthood centers around the scene with the Steward and the Dragon. 

When the Steward claims to have killed the Dragon, Isalde is instantly wary of his words. 

She believes that there must be someone else who has killed the dragon and goes on a 

quest to find out the truth. In many ways, Isalde’s venturing out of the castle matches 

several of the major components of the Hero’s Journey cycle, a common format used in 

chivalric tales, as exemplified in Lancelot’s quest for the Holy Grail: “At heart, despite 

its infinite variety, the hero's story is always a journey. A hero leaves her comfortable, 

ordinary surroundings to venture into a challenging, unfamiliar world.”16 

 Isalde must leave the comfort of her bower, the ordinary world she has known all 

her life, and set out (the ordinary world and crossing the first threshold, parts one and two 

of the Hero’s Journey) towards the taboo “other” realm of where the Dragon lives.17 

Having approached, quite literally the inmost cave (part seven of the journey), Isalde 

survives any danger the Dragon’s lair may have posed and receives her reward (part nine), 

Tristram and, through him, the truth of who slew the Dragon. She bathes and heals 

Tristran, and in doing so literally washes her own hands, completing the rebirth portion 

of the cycle (part eleven). Finally, Isalde fulfills part twelve of the Hero’s Journey (return 

with the elixir) by bringing Tristram, and the tongue, before the court and exposing the 

Steward. Isalde thus occupies the role typically reserved for the male protagonist of 

chivalric narratives; she takes on the knightly qualities of questing and protecting the 

weak. The third of Léon Gautier’s, a nineteenth century scholar who analyzed and 

collected the various codes of chivalry from various chivalric tales, commandments of 

chivalry states: “Thou shalt respect all weaknesses, and shalt constitute thyself the 

defender of them.”18 and this is precisely what Isalde does; she sees Tristrant vulnerable 

and close to death and becomes his protector. Unlike in parallel chivalric quest-centric 

                                                 

16 Christopher Vogler, The Writer’s Journey: Mythic Structure for Writers (M. Wiese Productions, 1998), 

7. 

17 All stages of the Hero’s Journey described here come from Vogler’s book The Writer’s Journey: Mythic 

Structure for Writers which in turn owe their origin to Joseph Campbell’s The Hero With a Thousand Faces. 

18 Léon Gautier, Chivalry (G. Routledge and sons, limited, 1891), 26. 
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epics, Isalde has taken on the male role of protector and quest-seeker while Tristrant has 

taken on the role of the damsel in distress. By participating in the Hero’s Journey, Isalde 

is able to transcend traditional gender roles for a moment, transforming from the passive, 

female-coded, character needing rescue into the active, male-coded, character doing the 

act of rescuing the hero.19 

Parallel to, and perhaps because of, Isalde’s role as a knight, she also frequently 

plays the part of the Rebuker, policing chivalry within her court, outright attacking and 

shaming the men who dare break her code. The root of her resentment and derision stems 

frequently from the dishonesty and deceit by the men around her, most notably the 

Steward, the knight Kehenis, and even Tristrant himself. While there was never a single 

set code of chivalry in medieval society, there were many common pillars of behavior 

that were considered “courtly.” As Maurice Keen explains: “From a very early stage we 

find the romantic authors habitually associating together certain qualities which they 

clearly regarded as the classic virtues of knighthood: prouesse (prowess), loyauté 

(loyalty), largesse (philanthropy), courtoisie (courtesy), and franchise (the free and frank 

bearing that is visible testimony to the combination of good birth with virtue).20 Léon 

Gautier asserts that, among others, a knight must follow these commandments: “Thou 

shalt not recoil before thine enemy” and “Thou shalt never lie, and shalt remain faithful 

to thy pledged word.”21 When the Steward, who has previously been described to the 

audience as a coward, presumes to build himself up as a man of repute and chivalry, Isalde 

immediately puts him in his place: “Vnd sprach Herr vnd vatter. Wo nam der nun sœllich 

manheit. Der doch ye eyn zag gewesen ist. Gelaubet es nicht. Jch weiß das er den Serpant 

nicht erschlagen hat.” (And said to Lord and father. Where gets he now such manhood. 

He who has always been hesitant. Do not believe it. I know that he did not slay the 

Serpent.)22 The Steward has broken the chivalric codes as laid out by Gautier and Keen 

                                                 

19 For a deeper analysis, see: Paul Martino, “Queering Medieval Translatio Translation, Transformation, 

and Travel in the Strengleikar” (MA diss., Háskóli Íslands, 2017). 

 
20 Maurice Keen, Chivalry (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1984), 2. 

21 Gautier, Chivalry, 26. 

22 Oberge, Tristrant und Isalde, 29. 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/recoil#Verb
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by being cowardly, dishonest, and lying for gain. Isalde thus has grounds to attack him. 

She attacks him both for being unmanly and having never done anything brave, while 

simultaneously accusing him of being a liar. She carries this attack out in front of her 

father, the king, so that the Steward is shamed before the most powerful person in the 

kingdom, heightening his embarrassment. 

 Isalde later shames a man, a knight, for his impropriety. When Isalde is riding out 

with her retinue to meet her husband after a hunt, she has in her company her handmaiden 

Brangene and the noblewoman Gymele of Schitriele. That night, when Tristrant comes 

to meet Isalde, he brings with him Kehenis, a knight and Tristrant’s brother-in-law. 

Kehenis sets about trying to woo Gymele and asks her to sleep with him. Gymele, being 

both a high born woman and already married rejects him, although this only makes him 

try harder. This aggressive show of womanizing happens in Isalde’s presence and 

immediately she forms a plan of embarrassing Kehenis while saving Gymele. She asks 

Gymele to acquiesce to Kehenis’ demands, when Gymele asks if Isalde wants her to lose 

her honor Isalde replies: “Entrouen nain, sprach dye küngin. Gee hin vnd nymm das küß. 

Dz jch vnder mein haubt leg. So jch mich sæne nach herr Tristrant. Du weist wol wie 

darumb steet. Leg jms vnder sein haubte. Zehand entschlafft er. So lang bys du das küß 

wider von jm nimmest. Vnd also magstu die nacht mit gůtem frid bej jm schlaffen.” (Not 

at all. Spoke the queen. Go and take the pillow. That I lay under my head. When I yearn 

for lord Tristrant. You know well how it stands [how it will go]. Lay it under his head. 

Then he will sleep. So long until you take the pillow away from him. And so you can 

sleep the whole night by his side in good peace.)23 Obviously, Kehenis’ aggressive pursuit 

of Gymele is seen as predatory and a very real threat by Isalde. The two ladies then take 

the opportunity the next morning to mock Kehenis for his inability to live up to what he 

had asked of Gymele.  

Vnd der tag erleüchtet, dz gancze erdreich. Darumb er verhoffet das jm kein gůt 

von jr widerfůr. Yedoch belaibe er ein weil do. Bis er seyn laid bas hœrn můste 

mit sport worten. Wann Gymel sprach do. Het ich næcht gewyßt daz jr so 

gezogenlich wolt ligen. Jch het ewch der ding. So jr mich bat nit verzigen. Do er 

das hœret. Do wz er vor laid nahent verwundet vnd vertobet. Auch so gar 

erschrocken. 

                                                 

23 Oberge, Tristrant und Isalde, 141. 
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[And when the day lit up the whole earthly kingdom. Thereby [the bed being 

empty when he awoke] he ascertained that he would get nothing good from her 

[Gymele]. Still he stayed there a while. And to his pain he had to hear jabbing 

words. When Gymele spoke up. Had I known last night that you wanted to lay 

with me so gently [politely/innocently]. I would have let you do so. And would 

not have denied your request. When he heard that. Then was he from pain 

[embarrassment] terribly wounded and was riled up . And also scared.]24 

Isalde’s act of giving her sleeping pillow to Gymele served to humiliate the knight for his 

behavior. Kehenis over-stepped his boundaries by asking a married noblewoman to have 

an affair with him, then dishonored himself further by doing so repeatedly, even after she 

had rebuked him herself. The next morning, his arrogance is rubbed in his face. While he 

spent the day before bragging about his sexual prowess, he is now forced to bear the 

humility of being emasculated by two women and their maids. Since it was clear that he 

could not be shamed or stopped by words alone, Isalde aimed to disgrace Kehenis first 

through action, making him vulnerable to be brought down further with Gymele’s 

mockery. Isalde’s behavior in this scene, helping Gymele, is again reminiscent of her role 

as the Knight, where Isalde is the more masculine figure acting as the protector of 

someone weaker. 

 Not long after having put Kehenis in his place, Isalde performs her last, and 

perhaps largest, act of rebuke. After Tristrant and Kehenis take their leave of the women, 

they send for their squires to meet them at a fork in the road. The two squires, while on 

their way to their lordships, encounter a knight who begins to chase them when they do 

not stop for him. The knight believes one of the squires to be Tristrant and tells him to 

turn and fight in the name of Isalde, a call which the squire ignores in his flight. The 

knight returns to court and tells the queen that Tristrant (for he still believed it to be him 

and not a squire) fled from a fair fight and refused to turn for the sake of defending the 

queen’s honor. Isalde immediately flies into a rage: “Wz sagstu mir dauon. Jch wolt du 

hettest in auff deinem rugen getragen. In den see geworfen das jch nun sein nimmer 

gewæhen hœret... Die küngin gram in jr selbs. Vnd tæt jr gar zorn. Dz herr Tristrant vmb 

jren willen nit wider kert het.” (Why do you tell me this. I would have rather that you had 

taken him on your back. And thrown him in the sea so that I would never hear him 

                                                 

24 Oberge, Tristrant und Isalde, 142. 
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mentioned again… The queen was vexed within herself. And it made her angry. That lord 

Tristram had not turned back for her sake.)25 As Gautier said, and as has been shown in 

countless courtly tales, one of the worst things a knight can do is turn away from a 

challenge.26 Not only has “Tristrant” turned his back on another knight, but he has also 

run away from a challenge, and, in doing so besmirched the queen’s honor by implying 

she is not worth fighting for. The personal insult explains Isalde’s aggressive retribution 

against the man she loves more than life itself. When Tristrant sends his messenger to tell 

Isalde what really happened she refuses to believe him and warns the messenger that 

telling lies, even to help his master, can get him in trouble. Then, when Tristrant 

approaches her while dressed as a leper, she tells her guards to drive him away while she 

stands there and laughs watching her lover being beaten. Isalde’s inner moral code 

overrides even the love potion at that moment. Tristrant has so badly broken the chivalric 

code by fleeing a fight, and in doing so has insulted Isalde, and that she cannot forgive. 

Thus, she carries out what she believes to be just punishment, having him publicly 

humiliated while she laughs at him. It is only when her servant is able to fully convince 

her of Tristrant’s innocence that she finally ends her beratement. 

 Running parallel to all her other characterizations is the constant undercurrent of 

Isalde’s cleverness. This is expressed both through her dialogue and actions as well as by 

the author personally. Repeatedly one sees authorial asides such as: “Nun vernement mit 

wellichen lüsten fraw Ysalde erfůr…” (Now listen with what intelligence Isalde figured 

out…) or “Do ließ die fraw jr weißheit scheine. Vnnd sprach mit grossen listen” (So let 

the lady her intelligence show. And spoke with great art)27  Isalde’s intelligence is 

ingrained within the very core of her character and informs everything else she does; her 

skill with medicine, her moral compass, and her knightly comportment all derive from 

her acumen. Isalde’s cleverness saves Tristram’s life, and their relationship, on more than 

one occasion. When Tristrant and Isalde’s private meeting is disrupted by her 

eavesdropping husband, Isalde immediately understands Tristrant’s signals to her: “Do 

                                                 

25 Oberge, Tristrant und Isalde, 143. 

26 Gautier, Chivalry, 26. 

27 Oberge, Tristrant und Isalde, 31; 71. 
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sahe sy den schatten von den spehern auf der linde.” (Then she saw the shadows of the 

two spies upon the linden tree.).28 Again the author shows Isalde’s inherent intelligence, 

she reacts calmly to the situation and thinks of a plan to manipulate the conversation so 

as to convince Mark that there is no affair. Isalde knows that she can use the fact that 

people have rumored about their relationship to her advantage: “Sy sprach du solt wissen. 

Das jch dir darzů nit frumm noch hilf. Vnd sihe auch recht geren. Das dir deyn herr veindt 

ist. Wenn ich bin von deinen wegen zů wortt kommen.” (She spoke you should know. 

That I will not help you with that [getting back into Marke’s good graces]. And I am also 

happy that your lord is now your enemy. Because of you I have been gossiped about.)29 

By insinuating that she has been talked about unfairly, Isalde simultaneously exonerates 

herself and Tristrant from their crimes of passion while endearing herself to Marke by 

implying that he is right to be angry at Tristrant for going against the code of chivalry and 

wooing another man’s wife. 

 The incident in the clearing is not the first case where Isalde has outwitted Mark. 

When Tristran and Isalde drink the love potion, they are overcome with love to the point 

where they cannot physically be apart. Thus, by the time they arrive in Cornwall, Isalde 

is no longer a virgin. Worried that the king will be able to tell, she quickly devises a clever 

ruse: to have Brangene sleep with Mark that first night since she was still a virgin. Her 

Tristrant war nun kamerer vnnd stůnden alle geschæfft in seiner hand. Auch was der nun 

furan tet gen der küngin. (Now Tristan was the chamberlain and all was entrusted in his 

hand. Also that which he now did for the queen.) Isalde is the one who enlists Tristrant to 

tell the king that Isalde’s homeland observes a wedding-night custom entailing no lights 

may be by the bed until the morning, ensuring no one can see the face of the bride. Isalde 

repeatedly uses her intelligence throughout Eilhart’s story to manipulate her husband and 

protect herself. 

  

                                                 

28 Oberge, Tristrant und Isalde, 71. 

29 Oberge, Tristrant und Isalde, 71-72. 
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Tristan 

Gottfried von Strassburg’s Tristan was composed sometime in the first quarter of the 

thirteenth century.30 It exists today in eleven complete manuscripts and a dozen 

fragments.31 The oldest two of these complete manuscripts date to the early thirteenth 

century, while the other manuscripts and all fragments date from the later thirteenth, 

fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries. Gottfried’s Tristan follows the version courtoise, 

meaning that at times his telling varies in plot from Eilhart’s Tristram which followed the 

version commune. The two biggest deviations are the expansion of Tristan’s parents’ 

romance and Gottfried’s fascinating substitution of the death sentence of Tristram and 

Isalde with the “Cave of Lovers” montage. Beyond some large differences in plot, the 

style and form of Gottfried also diverge from Eilhart’s work. The version courtoise, as its 

name suggests, follows a more courtly style of presentation. Emphasis is placed on the 

inner psychology of the characters and there are long authorial asides, exemplified in 

verses 4617 to 4820 where he waxes poetic about the prowess, or lack thereof, of his 

contemporaries. Unfortunately, Gottfried passed away before being able to finish his 

work and the story ends as Tristan is considering marriage to Isolde of the White Hands.  

Several authors have tried to finish the tale, but none have been able to match 

Gottfried in style and skill, with some continuators relying on the minstrel style used by 

Eilhart. Will Hasty suggests that such changes in form by those responsible for 

completing the story was partially a reflection on their ability to match Gottfried’s elegant 

flow and, as has been discussed in the Tristrant section, a reflection of the general 

audience's preference for a writing style that leans more towards action than 

introspection.32 Although Gottfried’s work forcibly ends before its time, I have chosen 

not to use any later attempted endings for two reasons. Firstly, the vast majority of my 

analysis of Isolde’s characterization comes from sections of the Tristan legend that 

                                                 

30 Jackson and Ranawake, The Arthur of the Germans, 121. However, this is only a hypothesis as there is 

no actual evidence for this date, only “conjecture based on what are believed to be allusions to contemporary 

literature and politics.” For a more detailed discussion of this see Mark Chinca’s work in The Arthur of the 

Germans. 

31 Hasty, A Companion to Gottfried Von Strassburg’s “Tristan”, 4. 

32 Hasty, A Companion to Gottfried Von Strassburg's "Tristan", 7. 
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precedes the incomplete  part. Secondly, since several authors have attempted to 

reconstruct Gottfried’s lost ending, there would be far too many variations to include in 

this thesis. The following section will serve as an examination of Gottfried’s handling of 

the Tristan Legend and will present the various characterizations of Isolde as compared 

to Eilhart. 

 There is a drastic change between Isolde’s characterization here and her portrayal 

in Eilhart. Where in Tristrant Isolde was presented as a healer with great intelligence and 

skill, this aspect of her is almost completely erased in Gottfried’s version. Instead, Isolde 

is characterized as a “pretty woman” of sorts, praised and talked about for her beauty and 

domestic talents rather than her skills and intellect. Any role as the Healer that she may 

have had in Eilhart’s narration is given to her mother, also named Isolde in Gottfried’s 

version. Queen Isolde, not princess Isolde, is the one who repeatedly pulls Tristan back 

from the brink of death. First, when he comes to Ireland: “Da sagte die Königen: ‘Ich will 

die kämmerern befehlen, wenn er es noch aushält, soll man ihn behutsam holen und zu 

uns heraufbringen. Dann sehe ich, ob ihm etwas hilft oder ob ihn nichts mehr rettet’” 

(Then said the queen I command the room [to be prepared] if he can still hold out he 

should be brought up to us then I shall see if there is something that will help him or if 

there is nothing that can save him).33 This commentary follows on the heels of every 

doctor, both in her realm and in Tristan’s court, attempting to heal him and failing. Queen 

Isolde, not her daughter, is the final authority here on matters of medicine and healing. 

Again the mother takes the role of the daughter in the scene following Tristan’s battle 

with the dragon. “‘Er lebt, ’ rief sie, ‘gewiß: nun rasch, die rüstung aus! Habe ich Glück 

und finde an ihm keine tödliche Wunden, dann wird alles gut‘“ (He lives she cried most 

surely now hurry remove the armor if I am lucky and find no deadly wounds upon him 

                                                 

33 Gottfried de Strasbourg, Tristan und Isolde, trans. Günter Kramer (Verlag der Nation, 1966), 194. Where 

possible I have used Closs’ edition of the Tristan Legend in the original Middle High German. However, 

Closs’ edition seems to be based on an incomplete manuscript that he does not specify and is therefore, 

understandably, missing several verses including this one. Kramer’s modern German edition seems to 

derive its content from several manuscripts in order to create a more complete edition, however Kramer 

also does not state which manuscripts he uses. Additionally, Hatto’s English translation also contains this 

passage, supporting its validity. 
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then all will be well).34 Where in Eilhart’s version princess Isolde finds Tristan and heals 

him, here it is her mother who does the same: finding Tristan, bringing him to safety, and 

discovering the source of his ailments. This transfer of healing skill from mother to 

daughter continues throughout Gottfried’s version. Unfortunately, due to the incomplete 

nature of Gottfried’s work, it is impossible to know whether Isolde journeys out to Tristan 

as he lays dying; however, since all extant versions of the Tristan Legend seem to be in 

agreement about Isolde’s doing this, we can be fairly confident that Gottfried would not 

have differed. As such, this missing portion may have been Isolde’s only instance of 

acting in the position of the active Healer, independent of her mother.35  

 Not only is Isolde’s medical prowess transferred to her mother and her role as 

Healer redacted, her role as the knight is also severely compromised. Where in Eilhart’s 

version Isolde closely follows the Hero’s Journey cycle and quests to find the truth about 

who killed the dragon independently, in Gottfried’s telling Isolde acts simply as a 

follower of her mother in the equivalent scene. “‘Ich will dir Angenehmes sagen. Er hat 

den Drachen nicht erschlagen. Was ihn auch hergeführt hat, es war ein Fremder, der ihn 

erschlug. Wohlauf, wir wollen rasch dorthin und es selber erkunden!” (I want to tell you 

something pleasant. He [the Steward] did not slay the dragon. Whatever brought him here 

it was a stranger who slew him. Quickly we must rush there and find out about it 

ourselves). 36 Isolde is told to accompany her mother on the quest. Young Isolde does not 

think to question the Steward when he claims to have slain the dragon, she only laments 

her future marriage to him. Her mother is the one to discover that the Steward is a liar and 

initiates the quest for the truth. Additionally, since Isolde’s mother has taken on the 

characteristics of her daughter, young Isolde no longer plays the role of the protector of 

the weak. Where before she was the one to take Tristan in and nurse him back to health, 

now it is her mother who does so.  

                                                 

34 Strasbourg, Tristan und Isolde, 235. Again, Closs’ edition seems to be missing this verse, though 

Kramer’s and Hatto’s edition are once more in agreement about the verse. 

35 As will be further discussed in chapter three, there are also instances of Isolde begging for permission 

from her husband to go heal Tristan. If Strassburg opted for such an ending, it would negate the idea that 

she ever truly shows independence; however this will likely always remain unknown. 

36 Strasbourg, Tristan und Isolde, 233. This passage falls within the same missing portion of Closs’ 

manuscript, though Kramer and Hatto both include it. 
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 There is, however, one aspect of Isolde’s behavior in Gottfried’s Tristan that 

might constitute an act of knighthood, albeit in a way that is twisted to focus on her innate 

womanliness. After Tristan’s rescue from the dragon’s poison, he is recovering in a bath 

and Isolde, examining his armor, finds a splinter of his sword is broken off. Heading to 

her chamber, she recovers the splinter that had been removed from Morold’s, Isolde’s 

uncle, head after his death and matches the splinter to the sword. Upon this match, Isolde 

realizes that Tristan was the one responsible for Morold’s death and she intends revenge. 

Raising his own sword above his head Isolde threatens to kill Tristan: “Diz swert daz 

muoz sîn ende wesen! Nu île, rich dîn leit, Îsôt! Gelît er von dem swerte tôt, dâ mite er 

dînen œheim sluoc, sô ist der râche genuoc!” (This sword must be his end! Now hurry 

Isolde avenge your hurt! If he suffers death from the same sword, with which he slew 

your mother’s brother, then is the revenge sufficient!).37 Unlike Eilhart’s Isalde, who only 

threatens Tristrant with the vow of telling her father of what he has done, Gottfried’s 

Isolde takes up arms. Seemingly contrary to the consistent characterization of Isolde as a 

perfect young noblewoman, Isolde here takes on the role of a knight.  

By taking up arms to avenge the death of her family member Isolde fulfills one of 

the core tenets of knighthood: retaining and regaining honor. Tristan dishonored her 

family by killing her uncle, the only way for her to regain that lost honor is to avenge 

Morold’s death, which Isolde fully intends to do. Geoffroi de Charny in his instructive 

book to knights, Livre de Chavalerie, lays out how a knight should deal with his friends 

and, more importantly, with his enemies: “Love and serve your friends, hate and harm 

your enemies, relax with your friends, exert yourself with all your strength against your 

foes.”38 Isolde’s quick action with the sword follows these instructions to the letter; she 

hates Tristan at that moment with all her heart and soul intending completely to harm him 

and she exerts herself fully to try and bring about Tristan’s death. On the surface, this 

appears to be an overt act of agency and one that causes Isolde to step outside her carefully 

                                                 

37 Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan und Isolt: A Poem by Gottfried von Strassburg, ed. August Closs 

(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1944), 82. 

38 Richard W. Kaeuper, Geoffroi de Charny, and Elspeth Kennedy, The Book of Chivalry of Geoffroi de 

Charny (University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996), 129. 
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constructed role as a paragon of courtly femininity. However, an examination of the 

passages following her initial raising of the sword proves this to be untrue: 

Ouch wære er ze den stunden in daz bat gebunden, und Îsôt eine dâ gewesen: er 

wære doch vor ir genesen. Diu süeze, diu guote, die siure an wibes muote noch 

herzegallen nie gewan, wie solde diu geslahen man? Wan daz si von ir leide und 

ouch von zorne beide solhe gebærde hæte, als ob si’z gerne tæte; und hæte ouch 

lîhte getân, möhte sî daz herze hân. Daz was ir aber tiure ze sus getâner siure. 

Doch was ir herze niht sô guot, sine hæte zorn un unmuot, wan sî den hôrte unde 

sach, von dem it leide geschach. Si hôrte ir vîant unde sahen und mohte sîn doch 

niht geslahen: die süeze wîpheit lag ir an und zuchte sî dâ van. 

[Even if he were at this hour bound in the bath and Isolde alone was there: he 

would still have been saved from it [death]. The sweet, the good, the woman who 

was not capable of bitterness of heart, how should she slay a man? It was only in 

both her sorrow and anger that she pretended as if she would gladly do so; and she 

would have also likely done this if she had the heart for it. That [her heart] not 

capable of doing such an act. But still her heart was not so good as not to know 

anger and displeasure, when she heard and saw, him who stirred her sorrow. She 

heard and saw her enemy yet she could not slay him: the sweet womanliness lay 

against her and held her back.]39 

Gottfried appears to have taken this scene of Isolde raising the sword solely as a means 

of reinforcing her characterization as a gentlewoman. Though he allows her to wield a 

man’s weapon, it is only to underline the fact that she would have been incapable of doing 

any serious damage with it since her “sweet womanliness” would have prevented her 

from doing so. Thus, Isolde’s only chance of being characterized as a knight is nullified 

by Gottfried again relegating her to being a model for courtly female behavior, allowing 

him to present the scene without contradicting how he has portrayed Isolde up until this 

point.  

 Isolde’s role as Rebuker is also seriously compromised in Gottfried’s version. 

Isolde’s interaction with the Steward is fairly limited and her attacks on him exist in only 

one line. “‘Niemals, rief die junge Isolde. ‘Für so geringe Heldentat will ich nicht 

preisgegeben sein’” (‘Never’ cried the young Isolde. ‘I do not want to be given as a prize 

for such paltry deeds’).40 There is some remainder here of Eilhart’s Isalde, who polices 

                                                 

39 Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan und Isolt: A Poem by Gottfried von Strassburg, 84. 

40 Strasbourg, Tristan und Isolde, 246; . Once again, Closs’ edition is lacking this section though it exists 

in both Kramer and Hatto. 
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her courts’ comportment, although it is severely reduced. Gottfried’s Isolde reacts to the 

Steward because he has broken the chivalric code by acting cowardly and riding off of 

Tristan’s successes, and Isolde attacks him for it, intimating that his “heroic deeds” are 

unworthy of her.  

 Unfortunately, both the scenes with the magical pillow and Isolde’s attack on 

Tristan for failing to uphold her honor, are missing from Gottfried’s version. While it may 

be possible to reconstruct their possible outcomes by cross referencing with the French 

Tristan, strictly the German and Old Norse corpuses are part of the scope of this paper. 

Furthermore, any attempt at reconstruction would be mired in conjecture and it would 

ultimately be impossible to assert whether Gottfried would have followed the French 

version to the letter without making his own changes. Thus, these two scenes will not be 

covered in this section. 

Conversely, while the majority of Isolde’s traits are removed in Gottfried’s 

version, she still retains her cleverness. Isolde’s cleverness initially and primarily 

manifests itself in her domestic skill rather than the generalized intelligence of Eilhart’s 

Isalde though, as will be examined below, some Eilhart traits still remain. Gottfried 

continuously showers Isolde with praise, commending her on her mastery of womanly 

arts and skills: 

Sît gie diu junge künigîn alle zît ze sîner lêre: an die sô leite er sêre sînen flîz und 

sine stunde; daz beste daz er kunde sô schuollist, sô hantspil, daz ich niht sunder 

zalen wil: daz leite er ir besunder vür, daz si nâch ir selber kür ze lêre dar ûz næme, 

swes sô sî gezæme. Îsôt diu schœne tete also: daz allerbeste, daz si dô under allen 

sînen listen vant, des underwant sis ich zehant und was ouch flîzec dar an, swes si 

in der welte began. Ouch half si harte sêre diu vordere lêre. 

[So went the young princess also into his [the tutor of her mother Queen Isolde] 

tutelage: and he gave her his diligence and his time; the best that he knew, of 

sciences and arts, which I will not individually name, he laid before her, so that 

she herself could choose those which best suited her. Isolde the beautiful learned 

thusly: the very best that she could under his [her tutor] teaching, this [knowledge] 

she grasped quickly and was very diligent about that [her studies], whatever it 

was. And also did she often use that which she had learned.]41  

                                                 

41 Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan und Isolt: A Poem by Gottfried von Strassburg, 65. 
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Isolde is clearly capable of great intelligence as shown not only by her prowess and skill 

in learning whatever her tutor taught her but also in his trusting her discretion to choose 

those subjects to which she is especially suited. Gottfried continues throughout his 

narrative to tell the reader how quickly Isolde masters the arts and how great her store of 

womanly knowledge is. However, there are several, albeit rare, instances of Isolde 

showing a wider range of intelligence than simply being learned in courtly skills. 

 The first occurrence, one that does not occur in Eilhart’s version, is when she is 

the one to discover Tristan’s anagram under which he had been living to avoid being 

attacked for Morold’s death.  

“Sieh, Mutter,” sprach die Tochter, “wie klug entdeckte ich, daß er Tristan hieß: 

Als ich sein Swert erkannt, verglich ich die beiden Namen Tantris und Tristan. 

Als ich sie vor mich hin sprach, schien mir, beide hätten irgend etwas gemeinsam. 

Ich dachte darüber nach und überlegte genau. Da fand ich, daß die Buchstaben, 

die man für beide Namen braucht, vollkommen gleich sind; den wie ich sie auch 

las, es ergab sich immer Tantris oder Tristan, und zwar die Gleichen Silben.” 

[“See mother,” spoke the daughter, “how cleverly I discovered, that he was called 

Tristan: when I recognized his sword, I compared the two names Tantris and 

Tristan. As I said them to myself, it seemed to me, both had something in common. 

I thought about it and considered exactly what. Then I found, that the letters, 

which one needs for both names, are completely the same; then as I read them, it 

always came out Tantris or Tristan, in fact the same syllables.”]42 

Isolde is the only one to discover Tristan’s alias, allowing her to put together that he killed 

her uncle and , leading to her aforementioned debacle with the sword. Isolde is praised 

accordingly by her mother for having figured out such a puzzle although Gottfried, who 

up to this point has praised her continuously through authorial asides, remains silent. 

The second occurrence which does not appear in Eilhart’s telling is Isolde’s 

trickery with the trial by a red-hot iron. Having been accused of being unfaithful to Marke, 

Isolde is ordered to carry a burning iron to prove her innocence. Knowing that she cannot 

swear before God and the court that she was always faithful to Marke, Isolde devises a 

plan.  

Îsôt diu rûnde ime zehant, swenn’ er ze lande kæme, daz er einen val dâ næme mit 

ir mitalle z’erden, swelch rât sîn solte warden. Er tete also…daze er der künigen 

                                                 

42 Strasbourg, Tristan und Isolde, 264-265; Closs’ edition once again is lacking this section and Kramer’s 

edition has been substituted. 
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gelac an ir arme und an ir sîten…hie war unlangez bîten: des gesindes kom ein 

michel schar mit staben und mit stecken dar und wolten den wallære bereiten 

übeler mære…Îsôt dô smierende sprach: “welch wunder wære ouch nû dar an, op 

dirre wallende man mit mir wollte schimpfen?... nune weiz ich, waz sîn werden 

sol; iuwer iegelîch ser siht wol, daz ich daz niht verrihten kan, daz âne Marke nie 

kein man an mînen arm kæme noch daz nie man genæme sîn leger an miner sîten.” 

[Isolde swiftly told him [Tristan, who is in disguise as a pilgrim], that when he 

came to shore, that he should fall and take her and everything down to earth [he 

should fall while carrying her] no matter what should happen. He did so…that he 

fell by the queen in her arms and by her side…it was not long to wait before many 

of the entourage came with spears and sticks and wanted to do evil by the 

pilgrim…Isolde said “what wonder that the pilgrim would want to fool around 

with me?... now I do not know, what will happen; all you who have seen must 

admit that I can no longer swear that besides Marke no man has come into my 

arms or laid at my side.”]43 

In this scene Isolde is not only deceiving her husband and his court, both of whom she 

has been untruthful to for most of the story, but she is also able to deceive God with this 

loophole. By blaming the “clumsy pilgrim” she is able to come up with a solution that 

will allow her to say that technically someone else has lain in her arms and by her side 

and since that pilgrim happened to be Tristan she does not even have to name him. 

Other instances of her intelligence mirror those found in Eilhart’s version. 

Gottfried also overtly refers to Isolde as clever although this seemingly happens only 

once, markedly less than in Eilhart.44 However, other scenes are equal in magnitude to 

their presence in Eilhart. Isolde using Brangäne to trick Marke on their wedding night is 

still her idea: “Isolde in ihrer Einfalt fand einen klugen Ausweg, den besten in ihrer Lage, 

nämlich nichts weiter zu tun, als Brangäne zu bitten, sie sole in der erten Nacht 

aunaufällig und ohne Aufsehen bei Marke, ihrem Herrn, liegen und ihm Gesellschaft 

leisten.” (Isolde in her simplicity found a clever way out, the best for her situation, namely 

there was nothing else to do, but to beg Brangäne, that in the first night she would lay 

unnoticed by Marke, her lord, and lend him company.)45 Isolde’s ability to sense the trap 

that Marke and the dwarf set for her and Tristan also remains unchanged. “Nu si also lîse 

                                                 

43 Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan Und Isolt: A Poem by Gottfried von Strassburg, 130-131. 

44 It occurs when Isolde is summoned before the court to defend herself in the scene with the red-hot iron. 

45 Strasbourg, Tristan und Isolde, 311. Again, Closs’ edition does not contain this passage. 
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gênde kam dem boume ein lützel nâher bî, nu gesach si mannes schate drî und weste 

niuwan einen dâ. Hie bî verstuont sis ich iesâ der lâge unde der vâre und ouch an dem 

gebâre, den Tristan hin zi ir hæte.” (Now as she slowly came a little closer by the tree, 

now saw she three mens’ shadows but knew only one to be there. Hereby she understood 

the craftiness and also the danger, and also because of how Tristan acted towards her.).46 

As in Eilhart’s telling, Isolde here uses her mental faculties to figure out that there is 

someone spying on them and that she is walking into a trap. Again matching Eilhart, the 

following passages show Isolde circumnavigating the trap by pretending as though she 

hates Tristan in order the throw Marke off their trail; denouncing him and refusing to aid 

him by putting in a good word for him with her husband. Overall, Isolde’s characterization 

as a clever woman is the least reduced, in fact showing two new instances of her 

intelligence. 

Chapter Summary 

There is a general trend of reduction in characterization over time when comparing the 

earlier work by Eilhart to the later work by Gottfried. One should remember that part of 

this difference lies in the structural differences of version commune and version courtoise 

stories. Where the version commune style focuses on intense action and scenes meant to 

shock the audience, version courtoise narratives offer a softer approach, focusing more 

on internal, psychological action than external conflict. Eilhart’s Isalde is presented as a 

multi-faceted and varied character. Simultaneously taking on the roles of Healer, Knight, 

Rebuker, and the Clever one, Isalde dominates the narrative. She is renowned for her 

skills with medicine, trouncing even the men in her country in that regard. Isolde goes on 

a quest cycle that matches with the typical male knight’s quest, culminating in her rescue 

of the “damsel in distress”. She is ready and willing to take a stand and shame those who 

break her moral code, ridiculing and humiliating them publicly. By doing all this she 

reveals her integral cleverness, showing herself to be a well-rounded character who is 

very much Tristrant’s equal. The Isolde of Gottfried’s narrative, however, is quite 

different. She has been entirely separated from the Healer aspect that so defined her 

predecessor, with all medical knowledge given to her mother. Additionally, she is reduced 

                                                 

46 Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan Und Isolt: A Poem by Gottfried von Strassburg, 125-126. 
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from a brave knight to a squire. Her mother initiates the quest for truth and Isolde is 

brought along as a passive side character. As a final indignity, her role as rebuker becomes 

practically non-existent. She likely neither takes part in the magic pillow scene nor does 

she remain steadfast in her values when she sees Tristan only mere days after believing 

he fled from a fight without defending her name. The only part of Isalde’s characterization 

that is truly transferred to Isolde is her cleverness. Attested to both in an authorial aside 

as well as through her depicted actions; many of which mirror those in Eilhart. However, 

after all this redaction there is the emergence of a new Isolde: Isolde the Courtly Maiden. 

Gottfried stresses this aspect of Isolde constantly, from showing how her womanliness 

would never let her kill Tristan to linking her intelligence with her skills in the courtly 

arts. Thus, we see the general distillation of Isolde from a multi-faceted to a dualistic 

character defined by her beauty and intelligence.
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Chapter 3: The Matter of the North 

Introduction 

The Norse corpus of the Tristan Legend is comprised of twice the number of works as the 

German corpus. Ísönd, alternatively called Ísodd the Bright in Tristrams Kvaeði, Ísodd 

the Fair in Saga af Tristram ok ĺsodd, or simply the Queen in Geitarlauf, appears in four 

translated and adapted versions of the Tristan legend. I will be excluding Geitarlauf as its 

brevity, and the fact that she is given no name besides her honorific, let alone any defining 

features, makes it extremely difficult to extract details about her characterization. The 

three works to be covered are the thirteenth century translation Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar 

by Brother Robert, the later, indigenous, Icelandic Saga af Tristram ok ĺsodd, believed to 

have been composed sometime in the fourteenth century, and Tristrams Kvæði, whose 

date of transmission is relatively uncertain due to the only extant copies dating to the 

seventeenth century, though is thought to have been the predecessor of the Saga af 

Tristram ok ĺsodd.1  

The works appearing in this section have frequently been divided into two types 

by scholars: translation and adaptation.2 Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar falls under the 

category of translation while Saga af Tristram ok ĺsodd and Tristrams kvæði are both 

certainly adaptations of both earlier translations and continental predecessors.3 There has 

been some debate as to whether these later indigenous adaptations, known as 

riddarasögur, merit deeper study, as Geraldine Barnes explains: “Frequently dismissed 

as the inferior, ‘escapist’, dreary, and depressing products of a gloomy period in Iceland’s 

history following the surrender of its autonomy to Norway…the riddarasögur have 

proved the least appealing form of Old Icelandic prose narrative to modern scholarship, 

which has tended to regard them as something of an embarrassment to the Old Norse 

literary corpus.” 4 Saga af Tristram ok ĺsodd, in particular, has faced criticism, having 

                                                 

1 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 25, 229, 243. 

2 Geraldine Barnes, “Romance in Iceland,” in Old Icelandic Literature (Cambridge University Press, 2000), 

266. 

3 Geitarlauf also belongs to the category of translation, having come from the Lais of Marie de France. 

4 Barnes, Romance in Iceland, 266. 
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been called a “boorish account of Tristram’s noble passion” and a “clumsy reconstruction 

of the legend” by various authors for the better part of the last century.5 However, a shift 

beginning in the mid-twentieth century, notably pioneered by Paul Schach, has argued 

the idea that Saga af Tristram ok ĺsodd should be understood as a more sophisticated work 

of parody, rather than a ham-fisted, half-remembered retelling of Brother Robert’s 

translation of Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar, a view I will be adopting in this thesis.6 As 

Schach puts it: “The deviations of the Icelandic saga from the Norwegian source follow 

a consistent pattern: they represent a complete reversal of the situation…Seen from this 

point of view the Saga af Tristram ok ĺsodd appears not as an abbreviated, defective 

reconstruction of Tristrams saga, but, like Haralds Saga Hringsbana, as a ‘deliberate 

reply’ to the Norwegian version of the French romance.” 7 Saga af Tristram ok ĺsodd 

should thus be seen as a distinctly Icelandic version of the tale, satirizing both the French 

and Norwegian cultural contexts of Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar, and substituting instead a 

native view.  

Tristrams Kvæði, on the other hand, has enjoyed a fairly positive view by scholars, 

for its skillful condensing of the latter half of the Tristan and Isolde story arc into a 

graceful, yet brief, ballad.8 “Practically unknown outside of Iceland, the austerely 

beautiful ‘Ballad of Tristran’ is the pregnant and perfect artistic embodiment of the tragic 

fate of two hapless young lovers who, despite their irresistible longing for each other, 

where destined by fate to be completely united only in death”9. Where Saga af Tristram 

ok ĺsodd represents a rejection of Norwegian and French themes but retains the form and 

                                                 

5 Henry Goddard Leach, Angevin Britain and Scandinavia (Harvard University Press, 1921), 2; Kalinke, 

Norse Romance, 243. 

6 Paul Schach, “The Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd Summary or Satire?,” Modern Language Quarterly 21, no. 

4 (December 1, 1960): 336–52; Paul Schach, “Tristan in Iceland,” Prairie Schooner 36, no. 2 (1962): 151–

64; Paul Schach, “‘ Tristrams saga ok Ýsoddar’ as Burlesque,” Scandinavian Studies, 1987: 86–100; 

Monika Schausten, Erzählwelten der Tristangeschichte im hohen Mittelalter (Fink, 1999). 

7 Paul Schach, “The Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd Summary or Satire?,” Modern Language Quarterly 21, no. 

4 (December 1, 1960): 336. 

8 Schach, “Tristan in Iceland,” 164. 

9 Schach, "Tristan in Iceland", 164. 
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style of a chivalric narrative, Tristrams kvæði is a closer copy to the original thematic 

material while incorporating this material into a more Icelandic poetic form. Considering 

the evidence that Schach has brought to light regarding these two works, I believe that 

both adaptations deserve a place of discussion within this thesis and are paramount to 

understanding the evolution of ĺsodd’s character over time. 

As stated above, Ísönd /ĺsodd appears in both the translations and the later 

adaptations. Her appearances in these stories are exceptionally varied and range from 

remarkably agentic to so passive that she is only mentioned by title rather than name. This 

chapter will give an overview of Ísönd’s/Ísodd’s portrayal in each of the three 

aforementioned works, offering a comparison to the German corpus. 

Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar 

Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar was translated, most likely from a copy of Tristan by Thomas 

of Britain, by Brother Robert purportedly at the behest of King Hákon Hákonarson of 

Norway in 1226 AD.10 While there are no extant Norwegian manuscripts of Tristrams 

saga, the story is preserved in its entirety in three Icelandic manuscripts (AM 543 4to, ĺB 

51 fol., and JS 8 fol.), although these are seventeenth-century paper copies of earlier 

manuscripts. Fortunately, there exist several fifteenth-century manuscript fragments that 

give evidence that the later copies have quite faithfully reproduced the earlier material.11 

Tristrams saga is the longest of the three works in this section, measuring 101 chapters 

and offers the greatest variety in the characterization of Ísönd. As both Gottfried and 

Brother Robert utilize Thomas of Britain’s Tristan one may expect them to be similar in 

characterization. While in many cases this is true, as will be seen below, it is not always 

the case. 

 Just as in Gottfried’s Tristan, Ísönd is not categorized as a healer. Rather, it is her 

mother who is known as a great healer and medicine woman. Queen Ísodd is the one who 

treats Tristram’s “unhealable” wound and the one to nurse him back to health after he 

                                                 

10 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 25. 

11 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 26. 
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battles the dragon. The only potential allusion to Ísönd’s ability as a healer is at the very 

end, when Tristram lays dying and Ísönd is fetched by his kinsman: 

Því næst kallaði hún til sín Bringvet ok segir henni þat, er hún hefir fregit um 

Tristram – hversu hann var staddr í dauðasárum ok engi var sá þar í landi, er hann 

kynni græða – ok spurði hana, hvat til ráðs væri. Hún segir, at hún skyldi búaz 

sem skjótast, er kvelda tæki, ok fara með Kardín ok hafa þat, sem hún þurfti. 

[She called Bringvet to her and told her what she had learned about Tristram and 

how he lay mortally wounded, because there was no one in that country who could 

cure him. She asked what should be done, and Bringvet told her that she should 

prepare immediately to travel with Kardín when evening came and to take with 

her what she needed.]12 

However, this passage is tenuous at best and does not do much to frame Ísönd as a 

renowned healer. While Bringvet encourages her to bring all she needs, it is not made 

clear whether this is simple travelling supplies or medical equipment. This nebulous 

allusion, paired with the obvious role of Ísönd’s mother as chief healer in the narrative, 

shows that, like Gottfried’s Isolde, Ísönd is not characterized as a Healer in Tristrams 

saga ok Ísöndar.  

Beyond the redaction of her healing abilities, Robert’s Ísönd shows incredible 

agency throughout the entirety of the story. Much like Isalde in Eilhart’s version, Ísönd 

shows several traits of knighthood; many of which parallel those in the German corpus. 

Her first physical act of knightly agency occurs as it does in Tristan, with her attacking 

Tristan with his own sword:  

Ok gekk hún þegar með brugðu sverði þangat, sem hann sat í lauginni, ok reiddi 

þegar sverðit yfir höfuð sér ok mælti til hans: ‘Þú hinn vándi gaurr,’ kvað hún, ‘þú 

skalt deyja sakir móðurbróður míns, er þú þorðir drepa…Nú beint í stað skaltu 

deyja, ok með sverði þessu skal ek drepa þik.’ 

[“Immediately she went with the sword drawn to where he sat in the bath, quickly 

raised the sword above her head, and said to him: ‘You miserable dog,’ she said, 

‘you will die for the sake of my uncle, whom you dared to kill... Now you will die 

on the spot, and with this sword, I will kill you.’”]13  

                                                 

12 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 216 (217) All translated passages from this text will appear with the Old Norse 

transcription's page number (and the English translation's page number in parentheses). 

13 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 114 (115).  
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Ísönd does not report Tristram to her father or another knight, as she threatens to do in 

Tristrant, but rather takes up the sword herself. Contrary to her status, not only as a 

woman, but as a princess and thus a paragon of courtly behavior, Ísönd takes up a weapon, 

specifically a traditionally male weapon, and is fully prepared to carry out justice. It is 

only Tristram’s cries for mercy, his invocation of the fact that her mother is surety against 

any misfortune he may suffer, and his reminder that if she kills him, no one will fight the 

Steward on her behalf that finally stop her from following through with her actions. 

However, when her mother enters and learns that Tristram killed her bother, the battle 

starts all over again. “‘Þá mælti dróttning: ‘Flý undan. Ek hefni bróðir míns.’ Þá mælti 

jungfrú Ísönd: ‘Ljá mér sverðit. Ek vil hefna Morholds…’” (“‘Leave here at once,’” said 

the queen. “‘I will avenge my brother.’” “‘Lend me the sword,’” said princess Ísönd. “‘I 

will avenge Morhold…’”).14 Both women are hell-bent upon taking back the honor they 

lost when Tristram killed Morhold. Most interesting to note about this passage, is the lack 

of emphasis on Ísönd’s femininity and womanly frailty which appears in Gottfried. While 

Brother Robert does touch upon it, it is only in quick passing and he gives other reasons 

for Ísönd’s reticence about killing Tristram: “En kvenska hennar aptr helt sverðinu at 

þyrma honum. Í hvert sinn, er hún reiddiz, þá reiddi hún sverðit. En þá er hún hugsaði um 

ræðismann, þá hvarf reiði hennar.” (Her womanliness held back the sword and protected 

him, but every time she became angry she raised the blade. Then she thought about the 

Steward, and her wrath subsided.)15 While the general theme of “womanliness” and 

Ísönd’s purity of heart that prevents her from killing Tristram is still part of the scene, it 

is no longer the primary motive for her eventual mercy. Ísönd is logical enough to 

understand that Tristram is her only solution to the issue of the Steward and it is her logic 

that overrides her desire for revenge, rather than her “womanliness”. 

  While the scene with the sword may reflect characterizations from both Eilhart 

and Gottfried, Ísönd’s quest for truth links directly to Eilhart. In Tristrams saga ok 

Ísöndar, Ísönd is the one to initiate the quest for truth, journeying through the Hero’s 

Cycle just as Isalde did: “‘Móðir,’ kvað hún, ‘göngum nú út ok sjáum drekann ok 

                                                 

14 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 116 (117). 

15 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 114 (115).  
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skyggnumz um, hverr hann mun drepit hava ok hvenær hann hafi dáit, því einhverr af 

þessu fólki mun kunna at segja hér nokkut af.’” (‘Mother,’ she said, ‘let us go now to see 

the dragon and find out when it died and who might have killed it, for someone out there 

must be able to say something about this.’)16 Léon Gautier’s eighth commandment, is 

applicable here: “Another commandment of the knightly ones, and one which the ancients 

were little acquainted with is, ‘Beware of falsehood; have a horror of lying.’”17 Alongside 

the stipulation of “do not lie”, comes the logical conclusion that knights are encouraged 

to search out and expose lies and liars. Ísönd does exactly that in this passage; she has 

judged the Steward to be untrustworthy and a liar and now goes on a potentially perilous 

quest outside the safety of her bower to uncover the truth. Additionally, Geoffroi de 

Charny offers insight, exalting the knight that undertakes deeds for the love of a lady.18 

Ísönd does undertake the dangerous deed of going out to the dragon to discover the truth 

for the love of a certain lady: herself. Ísönd has no desire to marry the Steward and does 

not shy away from saying that she would rather die than do so on several occasions. Thus, 

for love and respect for herself, Ísönd is willing to become her own knight.  

 Taking after the Isalde of Eilhart, Ísönd acts once again as the Rebuker of those 

who break the code of chivalry. One of Ísönd’s first, extended, dialogue sequences occurs 

when the Steward is standing before the court of her father, waving the severed dragon’s 

head and demanding his prize, marriage to Ísönd. She wastes no time telling him her 

opinion on the situation: 

“Þat veit trú mín,” kvað jungfrú Ísönd, “gaurr ok gassi sá, er kaup ok leigu vill 

hafa Sfyrir starf sitt, honum sómir með óðru móti at at komaz, ella er hann aldri 

verðr at hafa ömbun. En sá riddari veit ekki, hvat hann gerir, er sér kennir annars 

atgerð ok hreysti annars dregr á sik. All-oflitla mótstöðu fekkz þú af drekkanum 

til þess at komaz at mér ok miklu ríki fyrir alls ekki.” 

[“By my faith” spoke princess Ísönd, “a sad sack and a lout is he who wants 

payment and reward for this work. It would behoove him to earn it in some 

fashion, otherwise he will never be worthy of having a reward. A knight does not 

know what he is doing, when he thinks the achievement of others is his own and 

                                                 

16 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 100 (101). 

17 Gautier, Chivalry, 66. 

18 Kaeuper, Charny, and Kennedy, The Book of Chivalry of Geoffroi de Charny, 95. 
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when he appropriates the valor of others. You encountered far too little resistance 

from the dragon to have me and a great kingdom for nothing at all.”]19 

Of highest importance here is Ísönd’s attack on the Steward’s status as an honorable 

knight. As discussed previously, being honorable is one of the core principles of 

knighthood and, obviously, a concept that Ísönd obviously takes deathly seriously. Her 

role and function here is to remind those around her, and by extension the reader, that the 

Steward is a dishonorable character. She rebukes and publicly shames the Steward in front 

of the whole court calling him a “sad lout” and a man who is not worthy to be a knight 

and thus, by extension, unworthy of either her or her father’s kingdom.  

Later, the Steward bemoans the fact that Ísönd does not love him, since it is 

“customary for most women to constantly become infuriated and to reproach those who 

love them but to befriend their enemies.”20 Ísönd again shames and reprimands him 

publicly: 

“Ek vil ok ek et ekki mat minn, þvíat ek vil suman, en ekki allan. Þann mat minn 

et ek, sem mér sómir, en ekki þann, <er> mik svíkr ok svívirðir. Þú vilt hava mik, 

en ek aldri þik ok <ekki fyrir> kóngs gjöf neina. Ok aldri skaltu mik hafa sakir 

engrar þjónustu þinnar, en er hefir þú gert. En sakir þinnar mikillar speki et 

atgerða, er þú kvez gert hafa, þá skal þér gefaz sú gjöf, er þér hæfir.” 

[“I eat the food that is fitting and not what is not good for me or which makes me 

ill. You want to possess me, but I wouldn’t have you even for a king’s treasure. 

And you will never have me for any service that you may have performed. 

However, for all your great wisdom and the accomplishments you say you have 

performed, you will be given that gift which you deserve.”]21 

When the Steward implies that Ísönd does not know what is good for her, that is a 

marriage to him, she quickly retorts with the myriad of ways in which she rejects ill-

fitting things for good. She does not take all that is placed in front of her but rather uses 

her intuition to choose that which is best for her, thus she rejects the Steward as she has 

deemed that he is not good for her. She then begins to reprimand him for his impugning 

on her honor; again rebuking him for breaking a component of the code of chivalry. As 

                                                 

19 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 108 (109). 

20 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 111. 

21 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 110 (111). Ísönd’s speech here seems to have been pulled almost directly from 

her mother’s speech in Gottfried. 
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Thomas Malory, in his epic Le Morte d’Arthur, recounts, the oaths taken by king Arthur’s 

men in order to become knights of the round table include their duties to women: “The 

king stablished all his knights…and charged them never to do outrageousity nor murder, 

and always to flee treason; also, by no means to be cruel, but to give mercy unto him that 

asketh mercy, upon pain of forfeiture of their worship and lordship of King Arthur for 

evermore; and always to do ladies, damosels, and gentlewomen succor upon pain of 

death.”22 One of a proper knight’s highest duties is to respect and help women at all times. 

The finality of Malory’s “always” implies that there is never an acceptable moment where 

a true and upstanding knight might find reason to impugn upon a woman’s honor or to 

mistreat her in any way. The Steward, clearly, has broken this oath and, as Ísönd goes on 

to say, he will reap his due reward for it. She does so in front of the whole court in order 

to publicly shame Through her interactions with the Steward Ísönd first deconstructs him 

as a knight unworthy of her and her kingdom, then as an honorable man, thus 

emasculating him before the court. Additionally, the fact that she, a woman, dares rebuke 

him, and is allowed to rebuke him as no one steps in to stop her tirade, emasculates him 

further since he is not even worthy of a reprimand by a fellow man. 

 Brother Robert does not include the magical pillow scene with either Gymele or 

Bringvet, making a direct comparison between the Old Norse and the Middle High 

German of this scene impossible. However, Robert does introduce a new scene that allows 

Ísönd to continue in her role as Rebuker. Later in the saga, Ísönd has an interaction with 

Maríadokk, an earl who has come to the kingdom in order to gain her love, even though 

she has already been long married to King Markis by this point. He haunts her step day 

and night attempting to earn her affections although she never once acknowledges this or 

gives him any sign of interest in return since he is characterized as uncouth and rude. It is 

only when he finally oversteps Ísönd’s boundaries, calling attention to her weeping by 

comparing it to the call of the owl that marks death, that she finally addresses him: 

“Ja,“ kvað Ísönd, „þú segit satt. Ek vil at vísu, <at> þessi söngur merki dauða. Sú 

er at sönnu vánd ugla, er af sóttum vill annan angra. En þér ber vel at óttaz dauða 

þínn, er þú hræðiz mína söngva. Ugla flýr æ fyrir illum veðrum, en þú kemr æ 

með illum tíðindum. Þú ert at sönnu fljúgandi ugla, er illar sögur æ vill segja ok 

                                                 

22 Thomas Malory, Le Morte d’Arthur, Complete, unabridged, new ill. edition (London: Cassell; 2000), 98. 
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spott ok háð vill fram bera. Ek veit at vísu, at þú kæmir hér ekki, ef þú vildir mér 

fagnaðartíðindi segja.” 

[“Yes,” retorted Ísönd, “what you say is true. I certainly wish that this song would 

mark someone’s death. It is an evil owl indeed who seeks to sadden someone, for 

they are sad themselves. Seeing that you fear the power of my song, you would 

do well to dread your own death. The owl always flies before bad weather, and 

you always arrive with bad news. You are truly the flying owl, ever ready to bring 

bad news and to spread mockery and malice. I know for a fact that you would not 

come here if you wanted to bring me good tidings.”]23 

Maríadokk has come across Ísönd while she is at her most vulnerable, lamenting her 

separation from Tristram, and seeks to manipulate her into taking him as a lover by telling 

her that Tristram has taken a wife. This pattern of conversation is reminiscent, if not 

practically a mirror, of Ísönd’s dialogue sequence with the Steward earlier in the cycle. A 

man has come into her personal space, conducted himself dishonorably towards her, and 

now wishes to possess her; perhaps the only difference is that the Steward is ridiculed in 

public while Maríadokk is told off in a more private scene. Ísönd immediately knows that 

he has no good intentions for her and has no problem rebuking him for attempting such 

an under-handed trick. She dehumanizes him by turning his own mockery against him, 

comparing him to the owl that flies before bad weather [ill tidings] just as he compared 

her cries to that of the owl that portends death. After Maríadokk attempts to compound 

her sadness with news of Tristram’s betrothal, Ísönd again confronts him: “Með spotti ok 

háði hefir þú jafnan úlfr ok ugla verit ok frá Tristram illt sagt.” (“With your malice and 

mockery you have always been the wolf as well as the owl, and always spoken ill of 

Tristram.”).24 Here, again, Ísönd dehumanizes her opponent through animal allegory. This 

time, in addition to comparing him to a nasty harbinger of misery, she likens him to a 

wolf who looks to incite pain and suffering through his cunning manipulations and 

mockeries; both comparisons implying he is an animal looking to prey on the weak. The 

negative implications of Maríadokk preying upon the weak like a wolf, thus making him 

unworthy of Ísönd and worthy only of her rebuke, are reflected in Gautier’s Chivalry 

where he speaks of his third commandment. “The knight was bound to defend in this 

                                                 

23 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 174 (175). 

24 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 174 (175). 
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world all that was defenseless, and particularly the priests and monks ‘who serve God;’ 

the women and children, widows and orphans.”25 Ísönd’s reprimands can thus be framed 

as once again stemming from the fact that the code of chivalry has been broken in her 

presence, giving context to her sudden outburst. As was shown through her multiple 

interactions with the Steward, and now her conversation with Maríadokk, Ísönd fills the 

role of a sort of moral policewoman; she watches for those who commit infractions of the 

code of chivalry and corrects their behavior through reprimands and verbal attacks on 

their honor and masculinity. Her characterization as such most likely stems from her 

previously discussed classification as a knight; where she cannot be knightly through her 

physical actions, she takes it upon herself to be so in her dialogue, upholding a chivalric 

code that she considers to be of highest importance. 

 Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar offers one final characterization of Ísönd: that of the 

clever woman; a characterization that has clear ties to the German material. It is 

mentioned frequently in the narrative that Ísönd is quite clever. When Ísönd first arrives 

in England and is being welcomed to the court of King Markis she is described as “En frú 

Ísönd var hin hyggnasta konu.” (But Lady Ísönd was a most clever woman.) because she 

is able to find a way to sneak away with Tristram and Bringvet, her attendant, without 

being caught by her betrothed or anyone at court.26 Later in the saga when the rumors of 

her tryst with Tristram begin to come to light, Ísönd manages to sway the court and her 

king into thinking she is innocent, she is once again framed as “Ísönd var hyggin kona ok 

hæversk ok hinn fríðasti kvennmaðr ok hinn snjallasti.” (Ísönd was intelligent and well-

mannered as well as a most beautiful and eloquent woman.)27 Where Ísönd’s previous 

characterizations as Knight and Rebuker must all be carefully extracted from inferences 

made through actions and dialogue, her cleverness is ingrained in the actual text of the 

saga itself. This is not a character trait that the author, and the later transcriber, wanted 

the audience to miss because it was lost in subtext. 

                                                 

25 Gautier, Chivalry, 42. 

26 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 120 (121). 

27 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 146 (147). 
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 Ironically, while her cleverness is referenced directly and repeatedly throughout 

the text, her greatest act of cleverness must be inferred from her actions and dialogue. Just 

as in Gottfried, when King Markis finally realizes that his wife may have been unfaithful, 

she attempts to assuage his wrath by offering to undergo a trial by fire to prove her 

innocence. She knows it will be an outright lie to say, before god, Markis, and all the rest 

of the present audience, that no one but King Markis has touched her, so she creates a 

loophole of sorts. She tells Tristram to meet her while she is on her way to the trial and 

that he should disguise himself as a pilgrim. Then, when she must forge a river, she calls 

to the “pilgrim” and asks him to carry her across. As he does so, she tells him to pretend 

to lose his footing and to fall down. In doing so, Ísönd moves herself so that Tristram falls 

between her legs and touches her “white thighs”. After this, Ísönd makes light of the 

situation to prevent suspicion about the man who has quite literally landed in her lap and 

her loophole is complete. “‘Nú er þat undr,’ kvað Ísönd, ‘þó at pílgríminn vildi leika sér 

ok þreifa um hvítu lær mín? En nú má ek með engum kosti þann eið vinna, at ekki hafi 

þar annarr legit en kóngrinn.’” (“Is it any wonder,” Isond noted, “that the pilgrim wanted 

to have some fun and touch my white thighs? Now, however, there is no way that I can 

swear the oath that no other man besides the king has lain there.”).28 By using her wits, 

Ísönd is able to circumnavigate the oath that she has made to King Markis and does not 

have to admit her affair with Tristram since he was in fact the pilgrim; thus, saving both 

herself and Tristram from King Markis’ wrath, at least for the time being. 

Tristrams kvæði 

The precise date of the original documentation of Tristrams kvæði is unknown, though it 

clearly takes its content from the end of Brother Roberts work and some authors have 

suggested that it predates the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd thus placing it sometime before 

1400. There are four extant copies, each dating from the seventeenth to eighteenth 

century, as well as one copy that contains only the first stanza. 29 Several phenomena must 

be addressed here. The first is the abrupt change in name of our leading lady; where she 

                                                 

28 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 148 (149). 

29 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 229. 
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was known as Ísönd in Brother Robert’s saga, here (and later in the Saga af Tristram ok 

Ísodd) she is known as Ísodd. Strangely, the name of Tristram’s wife, which was Ísodd 

in Brother Robert’s version, has not been changed, either here or in the younger saga. 

Instead, specific monikers have been given to each Ísodd: Tristram’s lover is Ísodd the 

Bright while his wife is Ísodd the Dark.30 Secondly, there is an extreme reduction not only 

in the amount of speech Ísodd has, but also in her overall agency and the number of 

different characteristics that she is given. Where Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar showed a 

multi-faceted woman, Tristrams kvæði shows an Ísodd distilled down to a single purpose: 

the Healer. While this reduction may be due, in part, to a general necessity for 

compression required when adapting a full story to a poem, the fact that her role does not 

change much in the, comparatively, far more expanded Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd points 

to this reduction of character being more of a reflection of social expectations of the role 

of women than simply reduction for brevity’s sake. The following sub-section will look 

at this new, reduced, Ísodd. 

 As stated above, Ísodd in Tristrams Kvæði, is extremely limited in both her actions 

and her dialogue. She only has four lines of dialogue throughout the whole poem. Her 

first line of speech sets up the role she plays throughout the work: “Viltu láta græða hann 

Tristram frænda þinn?” (‘Do you want Tristram, your Kinsman, to be healed?’).31 There 

are several things to unpack from this short piece. Firstly, Ísodd has seemingly taken on 

the role that her mother, ironically named Queen Ísodd, took in Brother Robert’s saga. 

Where her mother was the one who rescued Tristram from the brink of death and healed 

his wounds in Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar, here it is the daughter. Most likely this is due 

to the large amount of redaction necessary to turn a 101 chapter narrative into a thirty 

verse poem; however, it is interesting that she was ascribed this trait at all when she very 

well could have been left as merely the love interest. Secondly, Ísodd is only featured in 

the story because she can heal Tristram. The poem opens up with Tristram outfitting his 

men with swords and ships so that they can fetch her because no one else can heal 

Tristram. Thirdly, Ísodd asks her husband, the king, if he wishes Tristram to be healed. 

                                                 

30 I will hereafter be referring to Ísodd the Bright as simply Ísodd.  

31 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 232 (233). 
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She has no authority over herself and needs to first seek permission to leave. This differs 

wildly from Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar where Ísönd and Bringvet sneak out of the castle, 

presumably against King Markis’ wishes, to go to Tristram. An interesting aside here is 

that in the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd, this self-authority returns and Ísodd leaves the castle 

without asking her husband’s permission, though in the younger saga she does not sneak 

away in the dead of night but rather packs immediately for the journey and leaves right 

away. This lack of agency is compounded by her second line of dialogue, prompted by 

her husband saying he wants Tristram healed so long as he knows that Ísodd will return 

to him afterwards. She replies: “Guð mun ráða aptrkomu.” (‘God will decide on my 

returning.’).32 Ísodd has no control over whether or not she can return, it is in God’s hands. 

Of course, this is most likely a reference to the fated nature of Tristram and Ísodd’s love, 

reinforced by the refrain “They had no fate but to be parted”. However, no such nihilistic 

or theistic response exists within either the older or the younger sagas, thus implying her 

inability to control her fate is part of her characterization in Tristrams Kvæði.  

The only remnant of the feisty Ísönd that Brother Robert espoused can be found 

in Ísodd’s third line of dialogue, which directly follows her invocation of God. “Ek mun 

ekki á þessari stundu gleyma trú.” (‘In this hour I must not neglect my loyalty’).33 There 

is a hint here of Ísönd the Knight, as Ísodd wishes to act upon her internal moral code 

which, at least judging by this one line, centers around loyalty. However, she is still 

constrained by having to defer to her husband, which she does. Finally, in her final spoken 

line, Ísodd once again is relegated to the role of healer. Having stepped foot on shore and 

hurries to Tristram she speaks to herself: “Eigi skildi hann Tristram dauðr, ek kem heim.” 

(‘Tristram cannot be dead, I am coming.’). The text has cycled back around to Ísodd’s 

soul purpose of coming: to heal Tristram. One can understand her soliloquy as being 

directed towards the reading audience, reminding herself and the reader of her function. 

Tristram cannot die because Ísodd is here, Ísodd is here because she is the healer, nothing 

more. 

                                                 

32 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 232 (233). 

33 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 232 (233). 
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Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd 

The Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd is the youngest of the works covered in the scope of this 

thesis and was likely composed sometime in the fourteenth century. It exists in five 

different copies, only one of which dates back to the medieval period (AM 489 4to).34 As 

has been pointed out in the beginning of this chapter, the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd has 

faced criticism in the past for its poor resemblance to Brother Robert’s version. However, 

Paul Schach, in particular, has pioneered considerable research on the topic and has 

gathered evidence by analyzing several components of the saga concluding that the Saga 

af Tristram ok Ísodd should indeed be seen as a clever parody rather than a bad copy.35 

As such, the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd should be understood as a purely Icelandic 

creation, purposefully ridiculing the Norwegian version by Brother Robert and instead 

changing the plot and characteristics of the characters to reflect more indigenous views. 

Thus, it comes as no surprise that Ísodd the Fair36 is characterized differently here than 

she has been in the previous two works though, as will be examined below, she still retains 

some qualities of both. As with Tristrams Kvæði, Ísodd’s speeches have been 

considerably redacted, shown most notably by the transference of her beratement speech 

of the Steward to her mother, Queen Flúrent. The nature of the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd, 

being that it is lengthier than Tristrams Kvæði, allows for slightly more fleshing out of 

Ísodd’s personality; however, her character never reaches the complexity of Ísönd in 

Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar. The only true additional trait she receives in this version, that 

has not been discussed before, is that of the sexually forward woman.37 Thus, this section 

will cover Ísodd the promiscuous as well as summarize which remnants of Ísönd and 

Ísodd the Bright carried over into the younger saga. 

  While the affair between Tristram and Ísodd is obviously no secret to the 

audience, and in fact forms the basis of the entire plot, Ísodd’s comportment in terms of 

                                                 

34 Kalinke, Norse Romance, 243. 

35 For a complete overview of this evidence see Paul Schach’s article The Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd 

Summary or Satire?  

36 Ísodd the Bright is rendered as Ísodd the Fair in the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd. For simplicity I will refer 

to Ísodd the Fair as just Ísodd, referring to her predecessor in Tristrams kvæði as Ísodd the Bright. 
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her sexual and romantic expression does change somewhat between the older and the 

younger saga. Where her later acts of indiscretion can be somewhat attributed to having 

drunk the love potion, her behavior is tilted more in the direction of blunt, bawdy 

aggressor in the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd than it ever was in Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar. 

Whereas in Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar, Ísönd simply accepts that she will be married to 

King Markis, in the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd Ísodd makes her desire for Tristram 

exceedingly clear. “Þetta varð Tristram auðflutt, þvíat þær viku til hans ráða, en gatt Ísodd 

þess, at ekki væri örvænt at gætiz af henni, þótt hann bæði hennar sér til handa; en þat 

fekkz af honum ekki heldr en fyrr.” (This was an easy task for Tristram, because they 

were guided by his advice, but Ísodd remarked that it would not be an unlikely event that 

she would accept if he were to ask for her hand for himself.)38 This desire for Tristram, 

independent of the love potion is compounded by the narration that occurs after she heals 

Tristram the first time. “Henni fannz mikit um vænligt ok atgervi Tristrams, ok þótt hann 

hefði <drepit> bróður hennar ok unnit henni mikinn skaða annan, þá vildi hún þó heldr 

eiga Tristram en nokkurn annan, þann er hún hafði fréttir af.” (She admired Tristram’s 

beauty and accomplishments very much, and although he had killed her brother and done 

her another great harm, she wanted to marry Tristram more than any other man she had 

heard of.).39 In Tristrams saga ok Ísödar, Ísönd gazes upon Tristram kindly while he is in 

the bath but that is the extend of her affections, here she has already decided, simply upon 

a glance that this is the man she must marry and thus she shamelessly proposes herself to 

him after he has slain the dragon. 

 There are several characterizations of Ísodd that seem to have been carried over 

from either Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar or Tristrams Kvæði. The first is that Ísodd is 

introduced in the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd much as she was in Tristrams Kvæði: a healer. 

When Tristram washes ashore in Ireland in a ship of dead men, himself horribly wounded, 

Queen Flúrent fetches her daughter and, when Tristram says he believes he can be healed, 

turns him over to her daughter to be patched up. Again, it is Ísodd here who is the healer, 

not her mother as was the case in Robert’s edition. Secondly, the scene where Ísodd raises 
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the sword against Tristram for the murder of King Engres (not Morhold), this time Ísodd’s 

brother rather than her uncle, is repeated. She once again plays the role of the knight 

seeking revenge and retribution against her enemy, albeit in an extremely condensed way. 

Immediately following the scene with the sword, one sees the return of her role as the 

rebuker. “‘Hún segir: ‘þú hefir mikinn skaða gert Mórodd kóngi, frænda þínum, er þú léz 

men hans drepaz níðr, en suma draptu, ok vartu þó hálfdauða.’” (She said, ‘You have 

done a great harm to your kinsman, King Mórodd, since you allowed his men to slaughter 

one another, and you killed some yourself, and yet you were half dead.’)40 Ísodd rebukes 

Tristram for his carelessness towards his lord, another core aspect of knighthood, since 

he has allowed, and in fact participated in, the killing of some of the king’s men. While 

frequently abbreviated, some of Ísodd’s core character traits can be traced back to the 

literature that precedes it, showing that while the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd is to an extent 

a product of its nation, there are certain foreign traits that obviously appealed to an 

Icelandic audience and thus were retained.  

Chapter Summary 

As with the German literary corpus of the Tristan Legend, one sees a certain amount of 

redaction of character over time in the Norse corpus. However, where the German corpus 

declines in variation of character in a linear fashion, the Norse corpus seems to suffer 

from a sort of “see-saw” effect, where there are large swings in levels of characterization 

between works. Brother Robert’s Ísönd evokes an interesting mixture of version 

commune and version courtoise traits. While she is not a healer, Ísönd keeps her 

characteristics of a knight on a quest, a rebuker of misbehaving men, and as a clever 

woman. Then one sees an extreme decline of characterization with Tristrams kvæði where 

Ísodd is cut down to a singular purpose: healing. Finally, there is the upswing in 

characterization again that comes with the introductions of Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd. 

This Ísodd carries over her trait as healer from Tristrams kvæði but also adopts back many 

of her characteristics both from Brother Robert’s version as well as the German corpus. 

In many ways, the first two works of this chapter exactly follow the trajectory of the 

German works: a steady decline in characterization. However, one is then presented with 
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the return of an extremely fleshed out character in Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd. The 

potential reasons for this will be explored in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis  

Introduction 

Having explored the various ways in which the main female character of the Tristan 

Legend has been characterized across both the Middle High German and Old Norse 

literary corpuses, I now turn to an analysis of these differences and similarities. The 

Isalde/Isolde figures of the Germans and the Ísönd/Ísodd figures of the Scandinavians 

have been shown to coincide and differ in characterization, both within their own 

respective corpuses as well as when compared to each other. One must approach the 

homogeneity of those scenes that persist over time, and across cultures, with the 

understanding that certain themes and characterizations transcend cultural borders and 

appeal to a wide variety of audiences. Simultaneously, while some overall differences can 

be attributed to variances in writing tradition (version commune versus version courtoise) 

and form (prose vs. poetic), others must be seen as the necessary alteration of foreign 

material to fit a local context. With translation naturally comes adaptation, adaptation is 

informed by public opinion, public opinion reflects what the contemporary audience 

understands and finds collectively socially acceptable or unacceptable. Applying this 

understanding to the representation of women, including Isolde, in literature can give 

scholars insight into how gender, politics, theology, and many more aspects of daily life 

were both lived and constructed. As Elizabeth Robertson puts it: “It is thus important to 

recognize that literary representations of women are not simply reflections of historical 

reality nor of a set of ideologies about women. Rather, literary representations encode, 

engage, and participate in a whole array of practices about women in the Middle Ages 

and ultimately enact their own practice.”1 The way Isolde’s characterization changes over 

time is reflective of the ever evolving medieval society it existed in. 

As was shown in chapters two and three, I have fit Isolde into my own typologies 

of Healer, Knight, Rebuker, and Clever, with the Icelandic Saga af Tristram ok ĺsodd 

offering one other, lesser typology: the Sexually Outspoken Woman.2 Over time the 

                                                 

1 Elizabeth Ann Robertson, “Practicing Women: The Matter of Women in Medieval English Literature,” 

Literature Compass 5, no. 3 (May 2008): 505–28, 506. 

2 For simplicity’s sake, when I am referring to her in the general sense, I will use the name Isolde.  
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extent to which Isolde has fit into each of these categories has evolved, pointing to 

potential parallel evolutions of social mores and cultural expectations for the depictions 

of female characters. Where in earlier material she tends to be a varied and multi-faceted 

character, Isolde’s character is heavily redacted in later works; a trend that appears in both 

culture’s corpuses. This section will, therefore, examine the potential social conditions 

that either allowed for the transmission of certain traits or caused their redaction. 

Translatio 

Before one can delve into the cultural contexts potentially responsible for the variations 

in Isolde’s characteristics, one must first understand the inherent issues of the methods by 

which these works circulated. Transmission and Translation are two connected processes, 

meeting in what is known as translatio:  

The translatio [carrying across] of material that reproduces the continual 

movement of texts, ideas and objects reflects an aesthetic of literary production 

that is profoundly foreign to the modern conception of authorship and copyrights. 

Such an approach therefore perceives the translated text as part of a whole, which 

is the textural process, rather than as a secondary derivative of a unique and fixed 

original.3  

Translatio, then, can be seen as the intersection of transmission and translation, not only 

of words but of cultural ideas and goods. As material moves from one context to another, 

it must be re-worked to fit the new topos and cultural ideations. Edwin Gentzler 

contributes to this discourse by raising an interesting question: “What if the very 

definition of a text’s meaning was determined not by the original, but by the translation? 

What if the ‘original’ has no fixed identity that can be aesthetically or scientifically 

determined but rather changes each time it passes into translation?”4  Wendolyn Weber 

explains more clearly: “ In that case, it no longer matters what the original meant, or what 

its culture meant it to mean, but what its translation can do in the present moment. 

Translations tell us a great deal about the ideologies of the translators.”5 In this view, it 

                                                 

3 Sif Rikhardsdottir, Medieval Translations and Cultural Discourse: The Movement of Texts in England, 

France and Scandinavia (DS Brewer, 2012) 9. 

4 Edwin Gentzler, Contemporary Translation Theories, vol. 21 (Multilingual Matters, 2001) 145. 

5 Wendolyn Weber, “Transmitting Fantasies: Sexist Glossing, Scholarly Desires, and Translating the Heroic 

Woman in Medieval Germanic Literature,” Translation Studies 5, no. 3 (September 2012): 312–26, 325. 
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does not matter what the source (in this case Thomas’ Tristan) meant to its original 

audience but rather what the act of translation can tell us. A translator’s role is not only 

to transfer the material from one language to another, but they must also fit these foreign 

works into new and different cultural contexts. Put another way by Sylvia Huot: “We 

encounter a new person: the scribal narrator, who, although he uses the language of oral 

recitation, effects his ‘performance’ of romance through the medium of writing.”6 Thus, 

many instances of redaction or change in the Tristan Legend can be attributed to the act 

of translatio: “Just as language is a code that requires familiarity with the underlying 

system for a successful act of communication, so culture can be characterized as a 

semiotic system requiring the same familiarity with the code in order to interpret 

successfully cultural acts such as behavior, manner, and, ultimately, textual 

conventions.”7 It is the nature of language that certain phrases, themes, and ideas simply 

do not make sense outside of their language of origin and thus, are not suited to being 

translated into foreign cultures, typically resulting in their removal or alteration.8 This 

process of redaction for the sake of understanding is supported by Geraldine Barnes, 

specifically in the Old Norse context:  

The translation process, however, follows a well-defined pattern of 

reduction…Generally speaking, the riddarasögur either abbreviate or omit 

descriptions of nature, dress, physiognomy and the lengthy analysis of mental 

states often found in French romances. Dialogue is usually reduced to a functional 

minimum and expressions of sorrow, joy and passages of authorial comment are 

either compressed or suppressed entirely.9  

Such long passages of purely aesthetic description and deep psychological introspection 

obviously did not translation to a medieval Scandinavian audience, providing a logical 

explanation for the “bare bones” appearance of the three Icelandic approaches to the 

Tristan material. Conversely, by the very process of its successful transmission (with 

                                                 

6 Sylvia Huot, From Song to Book: The Poetics of Writing in Old French Lyric and Lyrical Narrative Poetry 

(Cornell University Press, 1987), 31. 

7 Sif Rikhardsdottir, Medieval Translations and Cultural Discourse, 51 . 

8 Sif Rikhardsdottir (Medieval Translations, 51) gives the example of the nightingale in Laustiks Lioð 

which, while symbolic in the French rendition, loses meaning to its Old Norse audience as the nightingale 

does not exist in Scandinavia and thus has never been used as a symbolic item there. 

9 Geraldine Barnes, "The Riddarasögur: An Exercise in Translation," in Saga-Book vol. XIX, ed. Editor A.R 

Taylor, 403-441 (London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 1974-1977), 411. 
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translations mostly altering or transferring minor aspects of characters while retaining the 

overall thematic material) allows one to infer that the Tristan Legend contained themes 

that were accepted across cultures and across time. If all aspects of the Tristan Legend 

did not, or could not, resonate with the new audiences that were receiving it, the various 

versions certainly would not be in as much agreement as they are. 

Women Who Heal 

The trope of the female healer has suffused humanity’s stories since the dawn of oral 

tradition; it is an overarching theme that transcends time and culture. Thus, it comes as 

no surprise that both the German and Old Norse versions of the Tristan Legend frame 

important female characters as such. Eilhart’s Isalde and the later Icelandic Ísodds are all 

categorized as healers. Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir gives one possible explanation for 

the acceptance of Isolde the healer in the Old Norse Context:  

Another intellectual skill that women possess is healing and medical knowledge… 

In general in the fornaldasögur (and riddarasögur), healing appears as an 

aristocratic female activity, mostly unspecified, but in all likelihood stemming 

from learned skill involving practical, technical methods such as stitching and 

perhaps the use of herbs and ointments rather than innate magic.10 

In medieval Scandinavian literature, women, especially those of high rank, were already 

frequently classified as healers in literature.11 One saga character stands out in particular: 

Princess Ingigerðr of Sturlaugs saga starfsama: “huerri konu fridari fogr at sia en spok at 

uiti læknir allgodr. Sottu ok margir men til hennar þegar þeir miog þurftu.” (More 

beautiful than any other woman, fair to behold, and wise, a good doctor. Many people 

sought her help when they were in need of healing.)12 There are obvious connections to 

Isolde the Healer. Both are women, both are princesses, both are lauded for their beauty, 

and both are renowned physicians. The frequent appearance of noble-women in the role 

                                                 

10 Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir, Women in Old Norse Literature: Bodies, Words, and Power (Springer, 

2013), 31-32. 

11 Jóhanna Katrín Fríðriksdóttir, (Women in Old Norse Literature, 31) provides several notable examples 

of such pre-existing roles in the Old Norse literary tradition including Lopthæna in Gríms saga loðinkinna 

and Skinnefja in Þorsteins saga Víkingssonar. 

12 Otto J. Zitzelsberger, The Two Versions of Sturlaugs Saga Starfsama: A Decipherment, Edition, and 

Translation of a Fourteenth Century Icelandic Mythical-Heroic Saga, 1967, 26. 
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of healer in indigenous Old Norse literature points to the idea that the general audience 

was already familiar, and thus comfortable, with that typology of woman. This means that 

the idea of Isolde as a healing figure would likely not have been a foreign concept for 

medieval Scandinavian audiences to accept, explaining its general success in surviving 

translatio. 

Additionally, in the lived reality of those who consumed these stories, women 

were the typical healer figure they encountered. As William Minkowski explains: “A 

remarkable outburst of intellectual and socially directed energy found expression in 

secular nursing groups in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. In an age still superstitious 

and capable of great cruelty, nursing appealed to women’s piety and compassion as well 

as to their striving for some measure of independence from a constricting social 

system.”13 Nursing, while likely not recognized as a profession, was a role readily adopted 

by women across medieval Europe, precisely at the time that the Tristan Legend was 

circulating. Thus, a woman presented as a healing figure likely would have strongly 

resonated with fellow female nursing audiences. 

What, then, of the Icelandic version that did not retain this characterization, 

Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar? And what of Strassburg’s similar redaction? Katja Altpeter-

Jones offers one potential solution:  

By carving the character of Queen Isolde out of Isolde the fair, Gottfried, I argue, 

ingeniously separates the hurtful and healing Queen Isolde from the lover, Isolde 

the Fair. In doing so, he abandons the tension that is constitutive of the depictions 

of unfulfilled love in Minnesang poetry in which women both wound and heal, 

cause both intense joy and unbearable misery, and carry the key to the greatest 

physical well-beings as well as death. He is able, in turn, to create the experience 

of love—though still painful—as something based on parity and 

correspondence.14 

Isolde’s role as the healer has always had a paradoxicity about it: She is famed for her 

ability to cure any disease and yet cannot free herself or Tristan from the love potion. 

Gottfried’s, and Robert’s, splitting of Isolde’s characteristics into two women 

                                                 

13 W. L. Minkowski, “Women Healers of the Middle Ages: Selected Aspects of Their History,” American 

Journal of Public Health 82, no. 2 (February 1992): 289. 

14 Katja Altpeter-Jones, “Love Me, Hurt Me, Heal Me-Isolde Healer and Isolde Lover in Gottfried’s 

Tristan,” The German Quarterly 82, no. 1 (January 29, 2009): 6. 
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circumnavigates this issue. Thus, when Queen Isolde is the healer, Princess Isolde is 

exonerated from her otherwise complicit culpability in the lovers misery. Gottfried and 

Robert both create an environment of “equal suffering” in which neither Isolde not Tristan 

have the means to cure themselves without contradicting Isolde’s character. While the 

characterizations vary wildly between Eilhart and Gottfried or Robert and those who 

followed him, both versions work to solve various problems. Isolde the Healer would 

have resonated with female audiences of similar disposition while the Isolde who cannot 

heal solves the issue of the healing paradox. The circulations of both versions 

simultaneously shows that medieval audiences distinctly valued, understood, and related 

to both characterizations.  

Knightly Women 

Similar to how the portrayal of Isolde as Healer likely derived from a combinations of 

real life and pre-existing mythical examples, so too is Isolde’s role as Knight. There have 

been countless accounts of women raising swords and waging war in medieval literature, 

both fictional and historical.15 Whether women had an inherent ability to fight even 

became the topic of two thirteenth-century political treatises by Ptolemy of Lucca and 

Giles of Rome.16 Although both eventually ruled that women should not fight alongside 

men, their willingness to discuss the topic, and even to produce arguments for why 

women should fight, provides insight into medieval understandings of women’s status 

next to men, at least in terms of fighting potential. Aristotle, whose Politics was translated 

to Latin and circulated across Europe c. 1260, proclaims that while men are generally 

superior and better suited to all careers (including warfare), some women could on 

occasion be equal to, or even surpass, men in any career.17 

                                                 

15 Examples include the Norse female hero Brynhildr (Brünhilt in the Middle High German), the Amazonian 

women often invoked in Greek stories, even Eleanor of Aquitaine supposedly offered to fight in the second 

crusade, and of course, Joan of Arc among countless others. Additionally, it was not unusual for women 

often ruled fiefs while their husbands were gone or before their sons were of age to inherit (Blythe, 245.)  

16 James M Blythe, “Women in the Military: Scholastic Arguments and Medieval Images of Female 

Warriors,” History of Political Thought 22, no. 2: 242. 

17 Blythe, "Women in the Military", 243. 
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The concept of fighting women already existed in both medieval Germany and 

Scandinavia by the time the Tristan Legend was introduced. However, while the idea of 

women taking up arms was not novel, the gender blending implications of female heroes 

was, as Thelma Fenster explains, more complicated:  

“Female hero” may seem at first a paradoxical term, since we are accustomed by 

long literary tradition to think of the word ‘hero’ as masculine and the word 

‘heroine’ as feminine. Yet a structural analysis of any plot reveals that these are, 

in essence, functional terms: that is, they operate in character slots determined by 

the significance of actions to the narrative as a whole. A heroine is thus 

recognizable by her performance of a traditionally identified, female sex-role. But 

any woman who by choice, by circumstance, or even by accident, escapes 

definition exclusively in terms of such traditional role is capable of heroism, as 

opposed to heroinism.18 

 

The roles of hero and heroine are not bound by sex or gender but rather action, through 

their comportment a man could fit the role of heroine and a woman the role of hero. 

Fenster also posits that in order to fill the role of “hero” the male counterpart must the fill 

the role of “heroine.”19 This is precisely what happens in the scene after Tristan’s battle 

with the dragon; when Isolde assumes the active role of questing hero, he becomes the 

passive one in need of rescue. Such flipping of gender roles would have been quite 

threatening to a predominantly male audience in a decidedly patriarchal era. I propose 

that, rather ingeniously, the various authors of the Tristan Legend manage to 

circumnavigate this dangerous reversal of gender dynamics through a variety of methods.  

The first is to simply remove the scene altogether. This is done by both Tristrams 

kvæði and Saga af Tristram. In the former, the scene itself does not feature at all in the 

narrative. In the latter, Tristram journeys back to the castle with the tongue and does not 

need to be found or rescued. The second method is to present the scene as is, and then 

check Isolde’s subversion of typical gender roles immediately by relegating her back to 

the sphere of domesticity-- the method chosen by Eilhart and Brother Robert. In this 

scenario Isolde goes out on her quest to fetch Tristan and find the truth, adopting traits 

                                                 

18 Thelma S. Fenster and Norris J. Lacy, Arthurian Women: A Casebook (Routledge, 2015), 60. 

19 Fenster and Lacy, Arthurian Women, 60. 
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Fenster describes as heroic.20 However, as soon at Tristan is rescued, Isolde reverts back 

to her female-coded role as healer, cleansing his wounds and caring for his well-being. 

The third method of circumnavigation is to separate Isolde from the very act of subverting 

any gender roles. Gottfried employs this method when he splits the characteristics of 

Isolde between her and her mother.21 By doing so, and by making Queen Isolde the active 

quester, Princess Isolde is prevented from crossing any gendered boundary. Princess 

Isolde cannot flip any gender roles because she is not an active participant in the scene, 

rather she is beholden to her mother’s desires. Isolde’s actions with the sword are curbed 

in similar ways. In Tristrams kvæði the scene does not exist at all. Eilhart alters the 

accusation scene’s entirely by having Isolde threaten to tell her father rather than have her 

raise any sort of weapon. Strassburg, Brother Robert, and the unnamed scribe of Saga af 

Tristram ok Ísodd all use the raising of the sword as a chance to make commentary on 

Isolde’s ingrained womanliness and inability to follow through on any threat to kill 

Tristan. Thus, one can see that while medieval audiences understood scenes where 

women took up arms, any chance of reversed gender roles were mitigated to protect the 

patriarchal status quo. 

Women Who Rebuke 

Incitement speeches, such as the ones leveled at the Steward by Isolde, were quite 

common literary devices across medieval Europe at the time that the Tristan Legend was 

circulating. Medieval Iceland, in particular, already had a strong affinity for incitement 

speeches in the form of the hvǫt. The hvǫt is a distinctly female form of speech that 

allowed women in the Icelandic sagas to insert themselves into the affairs of men, often 

by inciting retribution for perceived wrongs. Scholars have typically approached the 

concept of hvǫt as a method by which women can achieve power over men. However, as 

explained by Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir, personal power was not the only reason 

women performed these speeches: 

Because the notion of power as an aggressive force, research on ‘powerful’ 

women in Old Norse literature has tended to focus only on the sagas that contain 

                                                 

20 Fenster and Lacy, Arthurian Women, 60. “assume the usual male role of exploring the unknown beyond 

their assigned place in society.”  

21 See sub-chapter Women Who Heal in Chapter 4. 
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many female inciters, in addition to individual goading scenes from lesser-known 

texts…This methodology effectively ignores the many other representations of 

women, who, although not inciting vengeance or violence, I will argue, can been 

seen as active and carry agency…The form of women’s speech found in these 

examples [of pacific female characters] is socially sanctioned and positively 

coded in an unambiguous way; the female speaker here functions as a useful 

mouthpiece for socially cohesive values also emphasized in wisdom poetry.22 

 

It is possible then, for a type of “soft” hvǫt to exist that is used not used to incite blood-

feud to settle personal scores, but for the betterment and preservation of the community 

at large. Since these speeches frequently coincide with pre-coded messages of negativity 

about the person who is on the receiving end of the speech, these types of hvǫt are socially 

accepted and supported by both the narrative audience and the real audience. I suggest 

that it is this type of hvǫt, for betterment of the community, that Isolde commits when she 

derides the Steward. The Steward, coded as a coward and shown to be a liar, would not 

have made a good ruler. Thus, when he insists that he slayed the dragon and is therefore 

entitled to Isolde and her father’s kingdom, he poses a real threat to the stability of the 

land and its people. Isolde does not incite vengeance against the Steward, rather she 

actively seeks to have him delegitimized as a potential heir to the throne. Thus, her vocal 

outburst is not seen as out of place or shrewish, but rather as a necessary statement.  

The pre-existing trope of the hvǫt made Iceland particularly receptive towards the 

idea of Isolde the Rebuker, making it unsurprising that the Brother Robert’s Tristrams 

saga ok Ísöndar contains the most fleshed out version of Isolde’s speech towards the 

Steward. However, this does not explain the fact that the speech portion is missing entirely 

from the Saga af Tristram ok Ísodd. I suggest that the reason for this coincides with 

Isolde’s promiscuity in the saga. The Isolde of the Saga af Tristram is shown to be 

remarkably forward in terms of asserting her romantic desires, something often frowned 

upon by medieval audiences. The general medieval opinion on sexually forward women 

can be easily garnered from the manual written by the Knight of the Tour-Landry. The 

Knight writes about courting a noble-woman who, after speaking with him a while, makes 

a rather bold request: 

…and when we had to part she took me aside, for she asked me two or three times 

that I should not leave, but come to see her, however it went, but I kept quiet for 

                                                 

22 Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir, Women in Old Norse Literature, 16. 
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I had never seen her before, and she knew well that there was spoken of marriage 

of her and of me…and thus the over-forwardness and the light manner that I 

thought I saw in her discouraged me so that I married not with her…23 

 

Women who were perceived to be sexually forward or outspoken were derided by 

medieval society. Thus, Isolde, who is vilified as such a woman, is associated with the 

negative traits of being promiscuous. This, coupled with her over-arching infidelity and 

the fact that the Saga af Tristram likely aimed to be a parody of both the Robert’s and 

Continental versions, creates a version of Isolde that is impure, makes it unlikely that she 

would have then been used as a people’s hero advocating for proper leadership of the 

kingdom. The Saga af Tristram aims to subvert the “standard” Norwegian and continental 

versions of the story and turning Isolde into a promiscuous, misbehaving woman was one 

way to do that. 

 Outside of Scandinavia, there is much less of a literary tradition of rebuking 

women. This is supported simultaneously by the fact that Eilhart does not give Isolde a 

speech (while Gottfried gives a heavily redacted version of the speech to Isolde’s mother) 

and that there seems to be very little representation of rebuking women in continental 

literature.24 While instances of women influencing men into making decisions do occur, 

it is usually through sultry glances and their own drunkenness. Michael Murphy explains: 

“One of the most notable things about the Voeux de Heron, mentioned earlier, is the part 

played by women. The poem expressly says that the nobles make their vows moved by 

strong wine and the kerchief-covered necks and smiling eyes of ladies.”25 Influence over 

the nobles is achieved, not through grand speeches designed to evoke emotion and action, 

but through subtle gazes and seduction. Thus, I believe that the incitement speech, though 

somewhat present in Gottfried’s version, is mostly an Old Norse concept, informed by 

                                                 

23 Carolyne Larrington, Women and Writing in Medieval Europe: A Sourcebook (Routledge, 2003), 30. 

24 The obvious rebuttal to this argument is the Middle High German Niebelungenlied. However, as it was 

written c. 1200 it would have had no effect on Eilhart’s earlier work. Queen Isolde’s, albeit limited, speech 

against the Steward in Gottfried’s work is perhaps a connection to the incitement speeches present in 

Niebelungenlied, however, as this thesis deals with the character of Isolde, this theory will not be explored 

further. 

25 Michael Murphy, “Vows, Boasts and Taunts, and the Role of Women in Some Medieval Literature,” 

English Studies 66, no. 2 (April 1985): 110.  
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the pre-existing literary device of the hvǫt. Similarly, I claim that the lack of such a pre-

existing literary device explains the general disposition of German literature to disregard 

and redact such incitement speeches. 

Clever Women 

Clever women, like the healer figure, are archetypal characters and were often found in 

literature across the medieval world. Cleverness is also the only characterization of Isolde 

that spans every work in both the Middle High German and the Old Norse corpuses, again 

pointing to its cross-cultural value and acceptance. Like many of the traits discussed in 

this chapter, instances of clever women abound in medieval literature, functioning as a 

primer for the adoption of Isolde’s cleverness in the Tristan Legend.26 The nature and 

function of women’s intelligence in medieval literature is varied and nuanced, often 

changing from scene to scene. Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir explains that, in Old Norse 

literature, the counterimage of the female inciter is the wise woman:  

Wise women are impressive, but unlike the whetter, they are rarely motivated by 

their own individual agendas or sense of honor, and they keep within the limits of 

a more traditional, socially conformist female image. Their pacific and prudent 

advice has positive results; these conservative female figures convey words of 

wisdom that benefit their husbands and kingdom, and, ultimately, the audience.27 

 

Hvǫt and Council, then, make up the indigenous types of intelligence expressed by 

women in Old Norse literature. Women were seen as capable of handing down sage 

advice and were cast in the role of advisor, for which there must have been a social 

understanding within the reading audience that women were capable of fulfilling such a 

role. Additionally, Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir also associates skills such as medical 

prowess and feminine accomplishments such as embroidery and music with intelligence, 

both of which Isolde achieves with ease. 

Tracy Adams, alternatively, sheds light on more continental expressions of 

intelligence. Examining a French fabliau anthology and the Lais of Marie de France, 

Adams identifies a struggle for equality as the root for women’s intelligence: 

                                                 

26 Examples include Lunete in Chrétien de Troyes’ Ywain, Melior in Partonopeu de Blois,  

27 Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir, Women in Old Norse Literature, 25. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chr%C3%A9tien_de_Troyes
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Female characters in these stories become the weaker combatants in the struggle 

between the sexes, a struggle that takes on universal dimensions as part of the 

larger and permanent exploitation of the weak by the powerful. The manuscript 

thus acknowledges the unfavorable position of women in society and recognizes 

the importance of cleverness to their self-promotion.28 

Regardless of women’s actual physical capabilities, an inherently patriarchal society 

would rarely allow women to supersede men in any capacity. Thus, being the “weaker” 

sex, women in medieval literature routinely relied on their intelligence to best men. 

Adams’ understanding of intelligence, combined with Marie de France’s definition of the 

word sens (the capacity to discern the hidden motives of those with whom one has 

dealings so as to avoid being duped.), provide the foundation for Isolde’s behavior during 

the assignation of the brook scene.29 When Isolde approaches the brook and spies the 

shadows of her husband and the dwarf, she has the sens to know they are trying to trap 

her. Knowing that she cannot overcome the obstacle of the trap through physical means, 

she relies on her intelligence to talk her way out. 

 The variations and types of intelligence displayed by medieval women, both in 

fiction and in real life, are too manifold to count. What is obvious, however, is that both 

medieval Scandinavian and continental European audiences would have been incredibly 

familiar with the notion of women using intelligence and guile to survive and succeed in 

their narratives, paving the way for Isolde to remain a clever woman across all German 

and Norse translations. 

  

                                                 

28 Tracy Adams, “Crossing Generic Boundaries: The Clever Courtly Lady,” Essays in Medieval Studies 21, 

no. 1 (2004): 85. 

29 Adams, "Crossing Generic Boundaries", 88. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis has aimed to achieve two goals. First, to compare the Middle High German 

and Old Norse versions of the Tristan Legend, specifically through the lens of the main 

female figure, Isolde. Second, to look at potential cultural and social mores and 

expectations that may have informed these various characterizations. I believe my efforts 

in both these endeavors have borne a variety of fruit. First, the discovery that there is a 

general trend of redaction when moving from the oldest works of each corpus to the 

youngest. Second, that within that process of redaction, certain characterizations 

disappear almost entirely in certain works while other remain resolutely identical.  

Explanations for these two points run the gamut from the fact that contemporary medieval 

audiences were exposed to, and to a large degree comprised of, women, thus rooting some 

components of Isolde’s characterization in historical reality, to the careful and conscious 

construction of gender and space through narrative to ensure that the patriarchal status 

quo was not upset by any rambunctious questing princesses. While a complete 

examination of all the subtle characteristics presented by Isolde across the five works that 

comprised the scope of this thesis would take much more time and space that I am 

afforded, I hope that it is has at least provided a solid coverage of her major character 

typologies and a stepping stone for future scholars interested female-oriented comparative 

literature studies. 
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